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Student stars in online spoof film
By Shawn Zalewski
GVL Assistant News Editor
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For
Kyle Jennings,
catching up with high
school friends during winter
vacation led to a film debut
that he said earned him
many more “friends.”
Jennings,
a
senior
nursing major, appeared
in “MySpace: The Movie”
— a satire of the popular
networking Web site —
following a phone call from
a high school friend.
David Lehre, director
of the spoof and creator of
Vendetta Studios, entered
into film-making after being

cut from a high school
play.
"Dave called me over
Christmas break and told
me I needed to be in a
movie he was working on,”
Jennings said. “He told me
it was top secret at the time.
... I just happened to be at
the right place at the right
time.”
Since it leaked onto
YouTube.com
on
Jan.
28, more than six million
viewers have tuned into the
Internet video.
Jennings, hailing from
Romeo, Mich., stars as
MySpace creator Tom
Anderson during one of
five episodes of the film

entitled, “The party.”
He said he was chosen
for the part because he
looked like Tom.
In the wake of the
film’s debut, Lehre gained
the attention of several
film companies, including
MTVU
and
various
agencies in Hollywood,
Calif. Stories about the
movie have appeared in
the Los Angeles Times and
CNN online. The satirical
movie has even inspired
spin-offs from several fans.
Acting as Anderson,
Jennings showcases one of
many characters depicting
SEE SPOOF, A2

By Angela Harris
GVL News Editor

Photo courtesy of Kyle lennings

Life through a lens: Kyle Jennings strikes a pose for the camera
during the final scene of "MySpace: The Movie."
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By Rachel Rolph
GVL Staff Writer
Jolanda
Westerhof-Shultz,
associate professor of education,
has something in common with
800 educators from around
the world — she was named a
Fullbright Scholar.
The Fulbright Scholar Program
selects the U.S. scholars and
professionals each year to travel
to more than 140 countries, where
they lecture or conduct research
in a wide variety of academic
and professional fields.
Fulbright Scholars are chosen
on the basis of academic or
professional achievement and for
their demonstrated extraordinary
leadership potential.
Last year, Westerhof-Shultz
spent August through December
at the University of Zagreb in
Croatia. She conducted research
at the Center for Training and
Research in Human Rights
and
Democratic
Citizenship
Education, which works on the
role of schools and universities
in building a civil society. This is
precisely why Westerhof-Shultz
wanted to study there, she said.
“I have been invited back to
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Croatia to do follow-up research,” she added.
Americans sometimes forget
she added.
The follow-up portion of how much hard work and
the Fulbright Scholarship is a commitment goes into creating
two- to six-week program that an educated, civil, democratic
allows participants to return to society, she said.
their chosen country for more
“We tend to think you just
research.
create a business plan and go
do
whatever
“I
have
a
it is you want,
real interest in
but it is much
the
relationship
betweeneducation “We tend to think you just harder than that,”
and
democratic create a business plan and Westerhof-Shultz
said. “It’s been
participation,”
go do whatever it is you
hard to sustain
she said. “In other
democratic
words, how all want, but it is much harder a
society in the U.S.
the
universities
than that.”
and
especially
prepare
their
in countries like
students to be
Croatia, because
members
of
jOLANDA
you are dealing
a
democratic
WESTERHOF-SHULTZ
with their recent
society.”
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF
war. This really
WesterhofEDUCATION
involves people’s
Shultz’s interests
lie in finding out
emotions.”
Previously
how educators and
part of the former
faculty can help
deal with the issues of students Yugoslavia, Croatia became
going to school with those whose independent on June 25, 1991.
parents or relatives are trying to
“It’s a very complex situation
destroy each other, she said. The because you have people who
schools there must teach students 10 years ago were fighting
how to live and work with each each other,” Westerhof-Shultz
other so that as adults, they can said, explaining they are now
function in a democratic society, attempting to live together to

“create a civil society.”
On her last visit, WesterhofShultz was able to travel with
her husband, David WesterhofShultz, who is the director of
the Language Resource Center
in the department of Modern
Languages
and
Literatures.
His background is in video
production, and he worked with
faculty and educators there to
produce a documentary on social
issues.
Westerhof-Shultz said she
is honored to be a Fulbright
Scholar. The program’s purpose
is to build mutual understanding
between the people of the United
States and other countries.
“This is a way you build a
more lasting peace, because if
you understand one another,
you are more likely to seek out
positive constructive ways of
dealing with differences,” she
said. “That is what the Fulbright
Scholar Program is about.”
The Fulbright Program was
founded in 1946 and is sponsored
by the Bureau of Educational
and Cultural Affairs, as well as
the U.S. Department of State and
governments in other countries.
SEE JOLANDA, A2

Senate works to replenish missing funds
By Angela Harris

WEATHER

GVL Neu>s Editor
The Grand Valley State University Student
Senate began efforts to recoup the missing money
from the Battle of the Valleys competition on
Saturday.
The efforts began with a pop can drive in
Allendale, as well as on the Pew Campus
In the Allendale area. Vice President of
Educational Affairs Jim King and Sen. Alicia
Haven gathered cans at Campus West Apartments,
raising $24.50, King said.
President Jane James said she and Sen. Callie
Melton collected cans on the downtown campus
raising between $10 and $20 for the cause.
“We did not get that much money from it,”
James said. “Unfortunately, the day after (St.
Patrick’s Day) was probably a little hard.”
Due to the lack of money raised. James said
senate is looking into asking local businesses in
downtown Grand Rapids for leftover cans.
Philip VanSuilichem. general manager of
Flanagan’s in Grand Rapids, said the bar will
donate cans from two of the company’s busiest
days, a Friday and Saturday.
In addition, senate may also work at Fa/oli's or
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the DeVos Place at a concession stand to help raise
the money, James said.
Members of senate will also work at GVSU’s
Fresh Food Company next week on Monday,
Tuesday and Wednesday from 4 p.m. to 8 p.m. to
try to raise more money, said Sen. Erin Jancek.
Senators will be paid an hourly wage for their
time at FPC. which will go toward helping repay
the missing money, Jancek said.
The senate collaborated with Tom Minor,
director of Campus Dinning, and Amarys Milniker
to design a special station where senators can work,
Jancek said. Currently, members are looking into
serving banana splits, root beer floats or something
along those lines, she added.
“It'll be something different and fun to make
students come see us.” Jancek said.
As of press time, 12 senators signed up to work
at FFC.
Members of the public relations committee
signed up for Tuesday, and at least one person from
the committee will be at FFC for the entire shift,
said Vice FYesident of Public Relations Joy Whitt.
Jancek said each shift requires at least five
senators to work, but she would like additional
senators to sign up as greeters and talk with
students.
She added the time at FFC will be more than

m

Twice as
many apply
forGV
president
job since
last search

just raising funds. It will also offer students an
opportunity to meet with others and find (Hit the
issues important to them.
James said while they walked a thin line in
doing a pop can drive, the senate’s cabinet decided
it would be acceptable to collect cans because it
was not doing another Battle of the Valleys event.
In senate’s apology, printed as a letter to the
editor in the Lanthom’s Feb. 16 edition, the senate
said. “We want to furtJier elaborate that we will not
be soliciting further donations from students, nor
shall we be removing money from the Student Life
Fund.”
“It is different because we are not saying ‘Please
give us a dollar.’” James said. “We are not asking
directly for money.”
A possible reason why only four senators
participated in the pop can drive was that it was
planned last Monday for Saturday. Whin said.
Through its efforts, senate hopes to raise $5,000
to replace the missing money. Whin said. The
amount was decided by cabinet and was “just a
number.” she added.
James said she thinks it is feasible for senate
to raise the money by the end of the school year,
because previously, they raised twice that amount
in one week.
Jenrui Carlesso contributed to this report

With the Presidential
Search Forums concluded,
the Presidential Search
Advisory Committee and
search firm have turned its
sights to the applicants.
Currently, there are 119
people in the pool who have
been nominated to replace
President Mark Murray
at Grand Valley State
University, said Pat Oldt,
vice president for Planning
and Equity.
“We are delighted to have
that many and some great
people in it (the pool),” Oldt
said.
Of the 119 people in
the pool of nominees on
Monday, 96 have been
nominated or referred by
the search firm, Isaacson,
Miller, or another source,
Oldt said.
Twenty-three applicants
applied for the position after
seeing the advertisement or
talking to someone about
the search and deciding to
apply, she added.
Oldt estimated that during
the last presidential search
five years ago, when GVSU
was lookipg for a successor
to President Emeritus Arend
“Don” Lubbers, there were
50 to 60 applicants, and
the number of applicants
doubled this time.
This
increase
in
applicants
could
be
attributed to the fact that
GVSU is bigger and has a
stronger reputation than it
did five years ago, especially
in athletics, she added.
In addition, it could have
something to do with the
myth that sometimes people
do not want to follow a
“legend,” Oldt said. During
the last search, GVSU was
replacing a president of
more than 30 years. Even
though he was not at GVSU
as long, Oldt said Murray
did a wonderful job as
president.
About half of the
applicants have come out of
nominations from people
within the GVSU or West
Michigan community, Oldt
said.
According
to
the
resolution passed by the
Board ofTrustees in January,
the next step in the process
is to reduce the number
of applicants to a suitable
number of candidates by the
end of June.
There is no specific
number
of
applicants
they are aiming to get to,
Oldt added. The search
committee will trust the
wisdom of the search firm
to decide what that number
will be for the process to
move forward, she added.
There is no deadline for
applicants, Oldt said.
“Candidates will be
accepted until the position
is filled,” she said. “This is
standard for a search.”
The number of applicants
on Monday is simply a
snapshot in time because
the number will change
from day to day as a result
of applications, Oldt said.
Advertisements
for
Murray’s replacement were
placed in “The Chronicle of
Higher Education” as well
as in the community, Oldt
said.
“It tries to drive people
to our Web site so that they
learn more about GVSU,”
Oldt said. “We think that
if they get to know us, they
will really want to come.”
She added at the midway
point of the search, the
search firm and committee
is on top of the search and
making progress.
“We have a great pool (of
applicants), which 1 hope is
reassuring,” Oldt said.
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New York Times reporter discusses Enron's problems
journalist speaks to
students and staff about
Enron’s faults, business
ethics

By Brandon Hubbard
GVL Staff Writer
New York Times journalist
Kurt Eichenwald challenged
business students, staff and
faculty on their views of Enron
Tuesday night.
"Most of what you think
you know (about Enron) is
wrong,” Eichenwald said.
Promoting his new book
"Conspiracy
of
Fools,”
Eichenwald — a Pulitzer Prize
finalist — discussed the faults
of Enron.
There
is
a
common
misconception in the media,
created by the media, that
this is a story about pumpedup stocks and bad guys,
Eichenwald said. It is actually
a story about failed business
ethics and mismanagement, he
explained.
Eichenwald outlined how
Enron came to financial
strength by being a pipeline
fuel company and creating a
market to regulate the price

of its product, but became lost
when executives believed in
their own public persona.
"Every fraud 1 have dealt
with in 20 years has begun with
one thing,” he said. “Enron and
all the others begin by getting
really good press.”
Enron became so lost in its
own hype, it began to bully those
who questioned it, Eichenwald
said. The executives created
an unacceptable culture of
disagreement, he added.
Because of a breakdown
in
communication.
Enron
invested more than $15 billion
in business ventures that never
returned a single cent, he said.
As a result, the company began
to shift into fraud and deceit,
he added.
When
the
company
accumulated large debts, it
simply borrowed more money
and banks were happy to lend
it because it was federally
insured, he said. Eventually, it
was revealed to the executives
that they were $37 billion in
debt, but they still shrugged in
off, he said.
Outside of blaming the
executives
and
bankers,
Eichenwald said he blames “all
of us." During the 1990s people
became millionaires overnight.

leaving “chief executives who
weren’t qualified to run the
cash register of a GAP,” he
said.
"Our own inability to
review stock was our failure,”
he added.
In concluding, he took a
moment to address the business
students.
"Business ethics means you
can sleep at night. Finding
those ethics in yourself is the
only way that corporate fraud
will dwindle down,” he said.
"If you think there is something
you don’t want people to know
about — get out.”
The speech was the first
annual Barry Castro Business
Lecture created to promote
business ethics, said Michael
DeWilde,
an
assistant
professor of philosophy at
GVSU. Castro was a business
professor at GVSU for more
than three decades until he
died in summer of 2005.
When asked why the lecture
was important to GVSU
business students, DeWilde
said. "Because people think
of Enron or other companies
as wrong or evil, but by
observing a corporate culture,
they can see that it is really (a)
breakdown of ethics.”

COMPLIMENTARY MOVIE TICKETS
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Making a point: Kurt Eichenwald, author of 'Conspiracy of Fools," gave a lecture at Loosemore Auditorium in CVSU's
DeVos Center on Tuesday night. Eichenwald spoke about what went wrong with the Enron corporation.

SPOOF

your profile.”
The scene was shot while
continued from page A1
Lehre was having a getActing
as
Anderson, together at his house, and most
Jennings showcases one of of the props and gimmicks
many characters depicting were improvised. Jennings
nuances
of
“MySpace said. None of the bottles
culture.” The cast includes an contained alcohol, but were
underwear-clad teen taking filled with water instead, he
obscurely angled pictures of added.
himself, a gender-bending
"I tried to portray what a
blind date set up via the site, stupid drunk person would
a chain e-mail resulting in look and act like,” Jennings
a fatality at the hands of a said. “I did whatever I thought
deranged.
circus
peanut was silly.”
seeking hunter and a snooping
The one minute and 40
girlfriend that discovers — by second segment took about
using her boyfriend’s password 45 minutes to film, while the
— provocative pictures of entire 11 minute film took
him.
about two months, Jennings
In the party scene, as soon as said.
Jennings enters an apartment,
“One of Dave’s friends
he is surrounded by several worked at a pizza place and
20-something-aged MySpace would always bring some
enthusiasts, putting random home.” Jennings said.
objects such as cigarettes, beer
Jennings admitted he not
bottles and multiple slices of heard of the Web site until the
pizza up to his face.
movie was made. After joining,
A
pillow
fight
later he received several bulletin
ensues, and Jennings proudly comments and friend requests
announces
with
sneakers recognizing his humorous
clenched around his fists, depiction of Anderson in the
“I’ve got shoes for hands film.
everybody!”
While in Memphis, Tenn.,
Throughout the course of during spring break. Jennings
the house party scene to play said he was identified as Tom
on Anderson’s administrative from the movie by a stranger.
presence on the site, Jennings
“It’s kind of humbling
yelled “MySpace rules,” "This to think millions of people
is the best night of my life” and
“I’ll give you all 24 pictures in

have seen me,” Jennings
said. “I never expected to be
recognized at all.”
Although his mother has
not seen the film, Jennings
said his father has seen it and
had a less than encouraging
response.
"He told me ‘would you
want your kids to see the things
you did 10 to 15 years down
the road?”’ Jennings said.
Anderson
was
not
unavailable for comment on
the film.
To
see
Jennings’
performance in “MySpace:
The Movie" and other films
by Lehre, visit http://www.
davidlehre.com.

JOLANDA
continued from page AI
Westerhof-Schultz
said
people who want to help make
life better for others do not
have to go abroad to do it.
Issues about civic education
are close by, she added.
In addition to working
overseas
with
families,
Westerhof-Schultz
also
works with the Civitas Grant
Program.
She is part of a
Civitas Grant Program that is
working to improve the civic
education in the Grand Rapids
Public Schools, she said.
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Angela Harris, News Editor
news@lanthorn.com

KCON earns governor's
approval
Michigan Gov. Jennifer
Granholm honored the Grand
V'alley
State
University
Kirkhof College of Nursing
for winning a national award
last fall.
The
college
earned
the 2005 award from the
American Association of
Colleges of Nursing and the
John A. Hartford Institute
for Geriatric Nursing. The
award and tribute from
state legislators, including
Granholm,
recognized
the college’s gerontology
curriculum in a clinical
setting.
The
recognition
was
initiated by Rep. Barb Vander
Veen (R-Allendale), a member
of the West Michigan Nursing
Advisory Council, and was
also signed by Representatives
Jerry Kooiman and Glenn
Steil Jr., as well as Sen.
Wayne Kuipers.

Senate elections packets
due Friday
Those interested in joining
the GVSU Student Senate for
the 2006-2007 academic year
have until Friday at 5 p.m. to
submit application packets
to the senate office, located
in the Student Organization
Center in the lower level of
the Kirkhof Center.

Van Andel Education
Institute Graduate
School selects dean
As reported in the Grand
Rapids Press, the Van Andel
Education Institute Graduate
School, a new program at
the medical research center
located in downtown Grand
Rapids, has selected Steven
Triezenberg to serve as the
school’s first dean for the fall
2006 semester.
Triezenberg, the current
associate director of cell and
molecular biology at Michigan
State University, will assume
the position in May. His tasks
will include implementing a
doctoral program in cellular
and molecular genetics, as
well as recruiting students for
the new program.

Humanics to host
nonprofit celebration
The GVSU American
Humanics
program
is
sponsoring a spring benefit
in honor of the contributions
of students, faculty and the
Grand Rapids community
on Friday evening in the
Loose more Auditorium on
the Pew Campus in Grand
Rapids.
The annual celebration
will start at 5:30 p.m. with
live music and free food.
A keynote address will be
delivered by Bob Long, and
a silent art auction will take
place.
Tickets for the event are
$5 for students and $10 for
faculty and staff members.
The event will last until 7
p.m.

Philanthropy center
appoints new director
Kathy A. Agard. a 28-year
veteran in the nonprofit and
academic communities, was
named the executive director
for the Dorothy A. Johnson
Center for Philanthropy and
Nonprofit
Leadership
at
Grand Valley State University
on Friday.
Agard will replace current
interim director Joel Orosz.
Her previous experience
includes a master’s degree in
Public Administrations and
a doctorate in Educational
Leadership. She currently
serves on area medical,
educational and religious
boards.

Police chief to speak
about diversity
Grand Rapids Police Chief
Harry Dolan will discuss
issues of diversity, including
racism and racial profiling at
GVSU.
He will speak today at
6 p.m. in room 132 of Lake
Huron Hall, and on Tuesday
at 2:30 p.m in the Grand
River Room of the Kirkhof
Center.
The event is free and open
to the public.

and brain were not fully developed
because of his early birth, he would
not live a normal life, he said.
But TUitel chose to enjoy life as
much as possible, he said.
Growing up, his parents taught
By Angela Harris
him that just because he is in a
GVLNews Editor
wheelchair, the world does not owe
him anything. Tuitel said. He added
Despite a malfunction with that in his opinion, he does not
the elevator in the Kirkhof Center deserve to use the handicap spots
Sunday. Johnnie Tuitel was able to outside of a building, and if they are
thank students and family members taken, his parents taught him not to
for supporting his organization.
complain about it.
As the founder of Alternatives in
As a child, Tuitel had a poster
Motion, Tuitel shared his message of Lee Majors, the $6 million man.
with the Grand Valley State that he looked at every morning
University community at the St. and used for motivation while his
Patrick’s Day Pancake Breakfast brothers, sisters and mother dressed
hosted by the pre-physical therapy him for school, he said.
club.
“My theory was if they could
More than 280 people attended rebuild him, they could rebuild
the breakfast to dine on green me,” he added.
pancakes and hear Tuitel share his
AIM has donated more than
message.
600 chairs to recipients in 109
As a result of being bom five communities in Michigan, as well
months
pre
in 18 other states,
mature
after
Tuitel said.
his mother fell,
Last
year,
rupturing
her
"My theory was if they
AIM
donated
appendix, Tuitel
95 chairs and
could rebuild him. they
has
cerebral
currently have
could rebuild me.”
palsy and uses a
50 more waiting
wheelchair to get
for a chair, he
around.
added.
JOHNNIE TUITEL
As of press
“It’s not been
CO-FOUNDER OF
time, the group
easy,”
Tuitel
had raised more
ALTERNATIVES IN MOTION
said.
than $1,400 for
Tuitel
also
the organization,
thanked
the
said
Melanie
audience for its
Bevins, president of the club.
support of AIM.
Last year, the group raised
“I never imagined that today I’d
$1,200 for AIM and $500 for the be sitting in front of a group on a
Cook-DeVos Center for Health Sunday morning to say thank you,”
Sciences, she added.
he said.
This is the first year that the
Tuitel shared an incident from
group hosted the breakfast for a few months ago about when he
AIM.
was able to teach his son how to ice
“We were really excited that skate.
it turned out as well as it did,”
A worker at the ice arena took
Bevins said. “We were proud of the Tuitel out on to the ice and showed
constant stream of people.”
him how to lock his wheels so he
Bevins said she hopes to make could slide on the ice, he said. As
the breakfast an annual even* for a result, Tuitel ended up pulling
the club because it helps to raise about six children on the ice and
awareness about AIM and what its helping teach his son how to skate
cause is.
by having him hold on to his pants,
During his speech. Tuitel shared he added.
various stories from his childhood
“We have every right to take
and experiences with his children something that happened to as and
as well as stories from recipients of let it eat us up inside or say it’s time
wheelchairs from AIM.
to take the focus off it and put it
The doctors originally told his on something that really matters,”
mother that since his heart, lungs Tuitel said.

Pre-physical therapy
club hosts benefit
breakfast for
Alternatives In Motion

CVL / Angela Harris

With gratitude: Co-founder of Alternatives in Motion, George Ranville (left), and Matt Champan (right), director of
marketing, join co-founder, lohnnie Tuitel (center), at the pre-physical therapy club's pancake breakfast on Sunday to
benefit the organization.

Iraq's future analyzed, discussed at GVSU
By Shawn Zalewski
GVL Assistant News Editor
After spending a year and
a half in Iraq, one woman has
observed the harsh urban realities
in the wake of the United States
invasion.
Mary Trotochaud. a member of
the Friends Committee on National
Legislation in Washington D.C.,
shared her insight as well as
statistics about the continuing
United States occupation during
her speech titled, “An Insider’s
Perspective: Iraq’s Future and the
Role of the U.S.”
An overflow crowd of students
and staff gathered in the Pere
Marquette Room of the Kirkhof
Center on Monday afternoon to
hear her story.
During her speech, Trotochaud
showed a series of photographs
depicting smiling Iraqi men.
women and children against
alarming backdrops of gutted
buildings and arid landscapes.
While many in the United
States regard the standard Iraqi
citizen as an enemy, Iraq is
represented by up to 13 different
ethnicities in the southeast region
of the country alone, she said.
Although terrorism, such as
roadside and suicide bombings,
may seem like it can be blamed on
Iraqis, the majority of bombings
have been at the hands of foreign
radicals, she said. Neighborhoods
of Sunnis, Shiites, Muslims.
Christians and Kurds responded
as a unified force to protect each
other in the wake of attacks on
mosques.
“True Iraqis do not kill other
Iraqis,” Trotochaud. “The borders
were and are largely still open to
outsiders.”
Under Saddam Hussein’s
regime, people lived comfortably,
but in fear, as no civil societies or
groups were permitted, he said.
Economic sanctions in the latter
20th century left the country in
“dire straits," Trotochaud said.
The Iraqi citizens believed
two things would happen — that
the regime would end eventually.

resulting in an end to violence.
Trotochaud said. Afterwards, they
hoped there would be a stable
rebuilding process by the Iraqi
people for Iraqi people.
“There is always a solution
to violence that does not involve
violence,”
Trotochaud
said.
“Governments can use their ‘big
brains’ to find a diverse solution.”
When the United States
intervened, the citizens celebrated
the fall of Baghdad as it signaled
the end of Saddam Hussein’s
dictatorship, Trotochaud said.
However, this celebration was
short lived, as a series of bombings
and lootings manipulated the
infrastructure of the city and the
country, she added.
More than 4(X),(XX) standing
military personnel were laid
off, as well as the disbanding of
police units, resulting in a “largely
underemployed
population,”
Trotochaud said.
Centralized electricity and
health information buildings were
either bombed or looted in the
months immediately following
the invasion, she said. While
hospitals did not have phone

service for more than a year after
the invasion, ministries such as oil
and the interior remained intact
and protected, she added.
TTie brutal temperatures in
Baghdad during the summer,
reached 130 to 150 degrees, and.
when combined with inadequate
electricity and no pumping of
water, resulted in the spread of
diseases that have cost the lives of
thousands, Trotochaud said.
The only way peace can be
achieved is for the United States
to sit down with the international
community and discuss a peace
process where all parties are
involved, she said.
She said one of the Iraqis’
comparisons is that Iraq is a date
tree with deep and strong roots,
while the United States is a wheat
plant, with shallow and fragile
roots.
“We have been occupied
before, but we don’t stay occupied
for long,” she said.
Although opposed to the United
States occupation. Trotochaud said
the government “can’t remove
13(),(XX) troops overnight.”
The loss of U. S. soldiers

CVL / Stefanie Cahia

Reporting on observations: Mary Trotochaud speaks in the Kirkhof Center on
Monday to the GVSU community about her time living in Iraq.
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Keeping a
promise
The Student Senate has shown a lack of
dedication to its commitment of paying
back the missing money from the Battle
of the Valleys competition and needs to be
held accountable.
News first surfaced in January that some of the $7,327 raised
during the annual event against Saginaw Valley State University
had been stolen from the Grand Valley State University Student
Senate office. While the Department of Public Safety continues
to investigate the matter, the senate has dragged its heels in any
attempt to replace the money that is due to the Make-A-Wish
Foundation.
In an apology printed as a letter to the editor in the Feb. 16
edition of the Lanthom, the senate claimed responsibility for
the money and said it would “work to replace the monetary
generosity that was so readily given.” More than a month later,
the senate is just now beginning to fulfill that pledge it made to the
GVSU community.
This needs to be a priority for senators, not just something that
gets done when they have spare time. They have been elected to
serve the students and have a commitment to ensure the amount
of money with which they have been entrusted gets to its final
destination in a timely manner. It has been more than five months
since Battle of the Valleys. The Make-A-Wish Foundation
deserved to receive that money a long time ago.
In its apology, senate explained that it would not solicit more
money from students. However, on Saturday, four senators went
door-to-door at campus housing establishments asking for empty
cans in an attempt to recoup some of the missing funds. Students
are being asked to donate again, something senators said would
not happen. Senate needs to find a way make up the money on
its own, without asking students to contribute again. Working a
restaurant, concession stand or other location to make money for
the cause are all reasonable options.
Even though it goes against senate’s promise, the four senators
who tried to replace some of the money should be commended for
their commitment. However, where was the rest of the senators’
dedication? The drive was planned on Monday. That gave
senators five days to make room in their schedules to help, even if
for just a small period of time.
Next week, some senators will work at Fresh Food Company
to earn money for the cause, which is a step in the right direction.
It shows they are taking it upon themselves to replace the missing
money, not asking students for more.
While those who have signed up to volunteer should be
applauded for their realization of their responsibility, the apology
and promise to replace the money was signed by the student
senate as a whole. The senators who have not done anything to
help replace the money need to realize their commitment to the
community and chip in to help get the necessary funds to the
Make-A-Wish Foundation as soon as possible.

“Its a bad time to be named Ahmed. I can’t
fly anywhere. You Google my name and it
comes up on the FBI’s most wanted list...
twice. ”

What are you doing to cope with any end of the
year stress?

“I just keep studying so
I don’t have any stress
later."

“I lean on my friends."

"Spending time with my
friends and fly fishing. ”

"By doing any sort of
hobby like playing video
games."

Alisha Werdon
Junior
Physical Therapy

Jessica Phillips
Junior
Biomedical Science

Patrick Laarman
Junior
Natural Resources
Management

Josh Gale
Freshman
Undecided

Where was I for the show?
By Brian Perry
GVL Columnist
I’m offended. I saw the
front page of Monday’s
Lanthorn and I was
surprised. “Dressed to
impress” it said, and there
was a story about a drag
show.
I’m not offended the
show took place. I do
not think this show will
somehow encourage
straight people to
magically turn gay, or
regular dressing people to
become drag stars.
As a kid who dressed
up as a pink bunny for
Halloween one year, I
know that fashion trends
come and go (no, I was
not the Energizer Bunny.
Mom offered to make a big
drum, but I said a regular
pink bunny was 100 times
cooler than the Energizer
Bunny. I was wrong). I
own a pink shirt. I do not

By Tim Hodgson
GVL Columnist

Ahmed Ahmed

Ah, Mackinac Island
— the land that time
forgot. The sound of horses
trotting through the streets,
pulling along a carnage
loaded with tourists, many
of them Michigan natives.
The shops that line the
main drag through town
proudly display overpriced
T-shirts and fudge to the
thousands of bike riders
who visit the summer
destination each year.
At the end of their
stay, tourists catch one of
many ferries back to the
mainland with pictures and
memories to last for years.
They are lucky. They
got to go home.
I spent the summer
of 2004 suffering...er,
working, as a bartender at
the historic Grand Hotel on
the island. Lesson number
one, kids — if anything on
Mackinac Island is referred
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This week the Grand Valley Lanthorn asked four community members:

wear it as
often as
some of
the men on
campus,
but it is fun
to break
out every
once in a
while.
I trust
that young adults at Grand
Valley State University
will not be so influenced
by this show that they
dress in drag every day
from here out.
On second thought, I do
not care if they do. This
is the land of the free. If
they want to dress in drag,
I can accept that. It is
none of my business. Plus,
metrosexual was the big
buzzword of 2005.
For the ultramasculine
men of the Upper
Peninsula, hair gel and
cologne is pushing
feminine. I will not even

discuss manicures or the
newest man makeup. That
a man who gets manicures
would criticize a drag
queen is more than a little
ironic.
I’m not offended
the show was packed.
Students, faculty and staff
packed the Cooic-DeWitt
Center, according to the
article. I do not think it is
super weird that a bunch
of kids from this school
would do something like
that.
I understand that middle
class kids need to let loose
from time to time. It does
not bother me that some
people finds drag shows
entertaining. As I am sure
you already know, I rarely
pass judgment.
In fact, I can appreciate
loud music and rowdy
crowds. I have spent many
dollars and a number of
nights searching for those
very things.

However, I hope that
if my newfound-dragqueen classmate shows
up to class there will
not be any inappropriate
activity between him
and my newfound-dragshow-attender professor.
Apparently some dollar
bills exchanged hands
at the show. This would
certainly be a distraction
from lecture time.
I’m not offended they
chose Old Dirty Bastard
and Christina Aguilera
music to dance to. Finding
out that drag queens love
this music will not taint the
songs I love so weJl. To be
honest, 1 have no plans to
listen to Christina Aguilera
ever again.
No, what I'm really
offended about is that 1
had no idea this show was
going on. Will somebody
please tell me when cool
stuff happens on campus?

Not really the island of dreams

Comedian

The ultimate goal of the Grand
Valley Lanthom opinion page
is to stimulate discussion and
action on topics of interest to
the Grand Valley Community.
The Grand Valley Lanthorn
welcomes reader viewpoints
and offers three vehicles of
expression for reader opinions:
letters to the editor, guest
columns and phone responses.
Letters must include
the author’s name and be
accompanied by current picture
identification if dropped off in
person. Letters will be checked
by an employee of the Grand
Valley Lanthom.
Letters appear as space permits
each issue. The limit for letter
length is one page, single

GVL STUDENT OPINION

spaced.
The editor reserves the right to
edit and condense letters and
columns for length restrictions
and clarity.
All letters must be typed.
The Grand Valley Lanthom
will not be held responsible
for errors that appear in print
as a result of transcribing
handwritten letters or e-mail
typographic errors.
The name of the author is usually
published but may be withheld
for compelling reasons.
The
content,
information
and views expressed are not
approved by nor necessarily
represent those of the university,
its Board of Trustees, officers,
faculty and staff.
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to as
“historic,”
it just
means “run
down and
crappy.”
Indeed,
there are a
few people
who get
to witness
the real Mackinac Island
— the side that nobody
tells you about when you
leave.
The first misconception
about Mackitraz, as we
came to call it, is that there
are no cars. Lie. On my
second day on the rock,
I took a bike ride around
the island out of boredom.
It was in early May that
year, before the season
had really started, so there
were virtually no other
people, save for the other
college kids employed for
the summer.
As I pedaled and
enjoyed the sights, I
suddenly found myself in a

game of “chicken” with a
UPS truck speeding toward
me at 40 mph. The road
that encircles the island is
about as wide as normal
one-lane road. So in order
to avoid being a stain on
the truck’s grille, I ended
up diving 10 feet into the
brush on the side.
At that moment. I
knew it was going to be a
phenomenal summer.
Memories of fudge
scents mixed with horse
droppings is enough to
bring tears to your eyes.
It is not something that
can be described — those
who have been there surely
know what I am talking
about.
Also, about 80 percent
of the island's employee
population is Jamaican.
I am not saying that to
be racist, either. Most
of those guys are from
the Caribbean. A lot of
the bars downtown had
special Jamaican nights
on Wednesdays. Throw in

some Europeans and poor
20-somethings, and you
have the rest.
The Grand Hotel itself
can be summed up in one
word — overrated. If I had
a nickel for every time
somebody told me how
disappointed they were
with the Grand. I would
have made way more
money working up there.
The absolute worst
thing about Mackitraz is
the horses. I was walking
to work one day. minding
my own business, when
this horse decides he is
going to start something.
He turns his head, stares
straight at me, and gnashes
his teeth at me like he
is going to eat me. If I
ever go back up there. I
will seriously consider
punching a horse in the
face.
I did get some members
of the British parliament
intoxicated though. That
was pretty sweet.
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Editor’s Note: Letters are
printed as submitted, without
editing

Disappointed in the lack of
coverage
This letter is in regards
to the Sports and Laker Life
sections that have continued
to ignore the accomplishments
and events of the Grand Valley
Dodgeball Club.
Since this club has started
up, we have always believed
that the Lanthorn would be a
big part of promoting the club
and our events. For the first
month, you were kind enough
to write an article about our
club, and it helped a lot in
the promotion and getting an
influx of members. Since then,
we’ve gotten nothing but a cold
shoulder.
I do not believe that the
Dodgeball Club is the only
club on campus that deserves
attention, but 1 do believe that
if the Lanthorn is going to
write large articles about other
sports, then the Dodgeball
Club should receive the same
attention. All sports clubs
on this campus struggle for
attention, funding, and respect,
but you would expect to find
some support in a student
newspaper.
Our entire season, we have
sent letters before our home
games, informing you of the
schedule, and even promised
prime spots for photographers.
We have even gone so far as to
let you know what the status
of the games were so that we
could have something in the
paper, but we have never seen
so much as a blurb.
Am 1 whining? Probably,
but I believe that a studentrun newspaper that is financed
through the same dollars that
our club is should at least know
what is happening on campus.
Our club happens to be
one of the largest sports clubs
at Grand Valley (approx 95
members that come every
week), and is the best team in
the nation right now with a 5-0
record (we don’t play as many
games as other clubs sports,
and most of our action comes
from tourney play). 3 weeks
ago, we won the Michigan

Dodgeball Cup (the equivalent
of a regional championship
on all other club levels) and
advanced to the national
championship. All of this
information was reported to the
Lanthorn’s Sports and Laker
Life departments, and yet we
never heard back from them.
I have seen similar stories run
about other clubs in the paper,
and our accomplishments
are equal if not greater.
Considering the fact that we
received less than 200 dollars
from Student Life, have no
coach (Patches O’Houlihan was
unavailable), and had to deal
with over 100 members at our
practices and the obstacles that
come with that many people.
Our club laughed when
you wrote an article about
fans missing in the stands of
the basketball games and low
attendance rates at varsity
games. Ironically, the same
week that article was run, we
had our first regular season
game of the year against MSU.
Overall 550 people came (an
event which had no promotion
or advertising campaign other
than fliers, Facebook, and word
of mouth), and experienced
one of the most intense games
of the year. The entire upper
deck and lower floor levels
were filled with fans, and there
were periods where the crowd
noise made it impossible to
hear yourself think. Still, no
Lanthorn.
1 would think that a club
that is as large as ours, and
has impacted over 500 people
on the campus (who have all
attended at least one practice)
would be something the
Lanthorn would take notice
to, but 1 guess I was wrong.
Dodgeball is a big part of this
campus, and I don’t think you
realize that. It also happens to
be a game that almost everyone
knows and loves. Our very first
practice saw over 200 people
show up. As a new club, we
haven’t been able to promote
it as much as we would have
liked. But the success of the
club and dodgeball tourney run
by Sigma Phi Epsilon should
confirm that, but it seems that
this newspaper has no interest
in the sport.
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Your newspaper has missed
some opportunities in the
development of our club and
has been there to share in the
first-year success we have
enjoyed. Although collegiate
dodgeball is rather new, what
the Grand Valley Club has done
in one year (gone from nothing
to the top team in the nation) is
nothing to laugh at. Our club is
favored to capture the National
Championship in our first year,
and you would believe that
something like that would merit
at least a sentence or two in
the newspaper, but I guess not.
So I figured that if you aren’t
going to write something, that
I will and allow the campus to
know what has been going on
with our club. It isn’t to say
that we haven’t made an effort,
because we certainly have, but
it seems more like you just
aren’t interested in what we
have done.
Granted, our sport is based
around a playground novelty
(and many see it as a joke), but
I believe if someone from your
papier showed up to one of our
events, you would see just how
intense and competitive the
sport really is.
Thank you for your time.
David Soukup
GVSU Dodgeball Club
President

Cell phones and the
meaning of life
By Aldln Schaub
GVL Guest Columnist
Editor’s note: Alden Schaub is a junior
economics major, president of the Seidman I.P.O.
/ Investment Club and a member of the Collegiate
Entrepreneurs Organization. Guest columns are
welcomed. Those interested should contact Editor in
ChiefAUui Ingram at editorial®lanthorn.com.
Time and time again 1 hear from my friends,
“You still don’t have a cell phone? Are you a
caveman? How do you live? Move into the 21st
century idiot!”
These comments really bother
me, not because I actually want a
cell phone, but because it seems
like people just cannot understand
my way of life. They think I am a
weird guy, which is true, but they
never ever think for a second why
this is a logical choice.
Everyone owns a cell phone
so it must be the best thing to do,
right? Why would anyone even
question the herd mentality? The sad tiling is that
these people claim to be educated, but I think they
are merely trainable organic robots.
I value my tune. When I am doing anything
or nothing I really do not want to hear about your
puppy doing the cutest thing or your roommate
calling you a slob. Even if you are my best friend
in the world, it truly does not interest me. These
conversations are a waste of time.
In my current state of cell phone free bliss, if
someone wants to communicate with me they
actually have to put some effort into it. As you can
imagine, this cuts down on daily waste-of-time
conversations.
Is this selfish? Certainly. The good news is that I
now hold a very high opinion of my friends because
when I do see them, they actually tell me something

Show was anything hut a
drag
Dear Editor,
I would like to congratulate
Michael Fraley and the
Multicultural Assistants for
organizing such a successful
program last week. The
drag queen show was both
entertaining and educational,
and was clearly enjoyed by
the enthusiastic audience. It
was encouraging to see the
large crowd of open-minded
individuals who came out
to see the show. I hope this
becomes an annual event
so that our community can
continue to experience some
much-needed diversity in
campus programming.
Sincerely,
Autumn E. Shroyer
Anthropology &
Communications major

relevant to my existence because they do not know
when they will see me again.
The average cell phone user (or their parent)
spends several hundred dollars a year on cell phone
service. I am currently unemployed because I have
the luxury, and I am somewhat lazy by nature.
I figure that I would have to work at least four or
five hours a week just to keep my cell phone plan
active. Currently, I can just watch cartoons and read
my favorite annual stock reports during those four to
five extra hours. These two activities alone make my
week much better than working ever could.
Think what you could accomplish with that kind
of extra free time. Instead of a cell phone students
could spend that money on paying back some
outstanding loans.
The real beauty of my position is that I can
contact almost anyone on die face of the earth at
will because they have spent their life energy and
effort to purchase a mobile phone, seemingly for my
convenience. That means that they have to listen to
my boring gibberish on my schedule. Sounds like a
bonus to me. I mean, what are friends for?
We live in a free country, but think of all the
freedom that you are using up by owning a cell
phone. Your time, money, life, energy and opinion of
humanity are all at stake! Technology sure is nifty,
just be sure you understand what you are giving up
to get it.
For me, there is no earth-shattering problem that
would necessitate an instant phone call, and 1 think
most of the Grand Valley student body is in the same
position.
If something is really important. I have an
answering machine at home which I can listen to at
my convenience. Actually, it is more like whenever 1
feel like it. Am I on to something here, or have I just
been reading too much Walden lately?
Either way, be sure to think for yourself, as that
is the real meaning of life. If you do not, you might
just end up like everyone else, which should be the
biggest nightmare of all.
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Military deserves the nation's thanks
By Matt Mtlont
Independent Florida Alligator
(U. Florida)
(U WIRE) GAINESVILLE.
Fla. — If your Spring Break
was anything like mine, you
may have heard about the air
assault operation in Samarra.
Iraq, on your way to a pool,
party, beach or bar.
Operation Swarmer was
the largest air assault in three
years, and the offensive called
on well over 1,000 troops to
infiltrate a rural city north
of Baghdad. The operation
carried on into March 17.
That’s right. Soldiers no
older than you or me were
being airlifted in Black Hawk
helicopters to land and fight

armed insurgents while we
college students were all
getting hammered on green
beer.
So if you ever have the
pleasure of meeting one of the
guys from the 101st Airborne
Division, be sure to buy him
a drink.
The assault coincided with
the three-year anniversary
of the United States-led
Iraq War. The timing of the
attack gives critics a new
opportunity to frame their
doubts about the progress
made in the past three years.
And the assault overshadowed
news of the Iraqi parliament’s
inaugural session since its
election three months ago.
But perhaps the American

media is better off shunting
Iraqi politics aside. The Kurds
recently switched sides and
have allied themselves with
the Sunni party against the
Shiite coalition. The KurdSunni bloc has upset the
balance of power in a country
with a constitution that
requires a two-thirds majority
to form a government. The
defection means the wheels
of Iraqi politics will continue
turning slowly.
But three years after
America rolled into Baghdad,
there are plenty of reasons
to be glad the military is still
there doing what it does best:
killing and capturing bad
guys.
Al-Qaida, “the base” in

Arabic, is nothing more
than a hollow brand name.
The network was effectively
shattered in Afghanistan,
and those terrorists calling
themselves al-Qaida in Iraq
have been beaten into isolated
cells. There is no base
anymore.
Ralph Peters of the New
York Post reported last week
that much of the violence in
Iraq is actually a symptom
of gangland warfare rather
than rumblings of civil war.
And far from being a united
revolution, many of the
insurgents are little more
than thugs fighting for turf,
political power or religious
reasons.
Peters reported that a lot

of the Iraqi deaths being
reported are thugs killed by
other thugs.
In fact, the greatest
threat to the prosperity of
a democratic Iraq is flawed
leadership that ultimately
escalates, rather than curbs
gangland violence — similar
to the events that led to
and sustained civil war in
Lebanon for 15 years.
Good civilian leaders
are not something the U.S.
military can provide for the
Iraqi people. Our troops can
rappel out of helicopters,
wipe out hordes of insurgents,
train police forces and pay
for and build infrastructure,
but policy is not in America’s
hands.

Iraq will likely continue
to struggle politically after
an American withdrawal
and simmer with lowintensity conflict. But at least
U.S. troops will have the
satisfaction of knowing they
gave the Iraqis a fair crack at
a post-Saddam democracy and
laid the foundation for future
stability.
And in the meantime, we
college students can sleep
better at night, party with
peace of mind during our
Spring Break and raise our
glasses on St. Patty’s Day
knowing that our troops have
made this country a safer
place by taking the fight from
New York to the enemy. God
bless ’em, and cheers.

Smoking bans stink
worse than smoke

Why are these students so happy?
Because they
just got a

By Adam Milasincic

FREE BIG
SCREEN TV

Daily Kent Stater (Kent State U.)
(U-WIRE) KENT. Ohio
— One rainy spring weekend
around 1990. my granddad
took the family to a T.G.I.
Friday’s in Pittsburgh’s North
Hills.
The new decade had begun,
but ‘80s glamour was alive and
well. Women in the restaurant
donned military shoulder pads
in their blouses and crimped,
moused mounds atop their
heads.
There was also a man. 1
don’t remember details. We’ll
say he was wearing redrimmed Rick Moranis glasses
and a tweed sports jacket. I do
recall that he was smoking a
cigar.
Granddad turned around
and told — not asked — him
to extinguish it. Granddad was
no Ivan Drago, but the man
listened. In wars of words,
Milasincics never lose.
Granddad also owned a
restaurant and canned the
smoking section when canning
the smoking section wasn’t
cool. Cigarette fiends got a
gravel-topped trash can outside
the front door.
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He made a simple business
decision without a county
health board, without the
interference of citizen
busybodies and without a
voter referendum. He owned
the restaurant; he stopped the
smoking. Customers would
either reward the move or
prove its folly.
Granddad had the right
idea about public smoking.
He controlled what was his
to control and told people
who were bothering him to
stop it. Years earlier, he quit
smoking himself. Amazingly,
this display of personal
responsibility occurred when
the Marlboro Man and Joe
Camel were still peddling their
wares on every billboard and
magazine cover.
Without necessarily
recognizing the fact. Granddad
guarded an American tradition
that has few defenders amid
today’s rants against the
Tobacco Demon. It’s called the
freedom of association, and it’s
a two-way street.
You control who uses your
property. Others control your
use of theirs.
Some owners use their
property to run a business. You
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do not, however, have a “right”
to go there on your own terms.
You either like what it is, or
you don’t.
Perhaps you detest the haze
of smoke clouding your local
bar or bowling alley. Perhaps
it even spreads carcinogens
or makes your precious child
wheeze. Too bad. Don’t go.
No one is barring you from the
facility, and no one is forcing
you to patronize it.
Open your own business,
ban smoking, and capitalize on
the consumer demand of the
healthy, wealthy and wise.
Bans mandated by
government are just as wrong
as forcing non-smoking
homeowners to allow Sin
Sticks in their living rooms.
Private property is private.
Furthermore, the
government bans are
inconsistently applied thanks
to their crafting by two-faced
politicians. In Washington.
D.C., for instance, a new
smoking ban will stop fumes
in privately owned bars and
restaurants, but congressmen
can smoke with glee in the
Capitol Building. (In one
of the few places where the
government has a legitimate
claim to determine smoking
policies — its own property
— it instead carved a glaring
exception.)
I gave up cigarettes some
time ago, but all this hysteria
makes Marlboros look quite
appealing again. If smoking
becomes a crime, count me in
as a criminal.
I’m willing to trade my
lungs for liberty. No bureaucrat
is going to tell me not to. That
was Granddad’s job.
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Guest entertainer
provides insight into
Arab culture through
comedy show

By Mati Marn
GVL Staff Writer

CVL / Ashley Comstock

Looking for laughs: Stand-up comedian Ahmed Ahmed jokes about his devoutely religious Muslim parents during Arab
Culture Week's "Comedy Night" in the Cook-DeWitt Center on Monday.

Providing a time to kick back
and enjoy a few laughs, comedian
Ahmed Ahmed visited Grand
Valley State University on Monday
to entertain students.
As a part of GVSU’s Arab
Culture Week, the Arab Culture
Club invited Ahmed to deal out
some laughs while promoting Arab
culture.
“Its a bad time to be named
Ahmed,” Ahmed said. “1 can’t lly
anywhere. You Google my name
and it comes up on the FBI’s most
wanted list... twice.”
Ahmed said when he gets on a
plane, he sometimes makes people
nervous.
“I finally got my food on the
plane, and all the food was pre-cut,”
he said. “I didn’t get any utensils; I
got a spork.”
Ahmed said security is very
tight at the airport, and he is almost
always stopped.

"If there is one comedian
“I hate random security checks,”
he added. "Whenever I fly, I get to match the objectives of our
checked. How random is that ' organization, it would be him,"
Now I just show up in a G-stnng Al-Tawil said. “It was a very
funny night with a non-traditional
and save them some time.”
Ahmed
comedian.”
Al-Tawil
said the show
went v^ell and
added
his
"It’s a bad time to be
favorite part was
that he thought
named Ahmed. I can’t
the
audience
when Ahmed
understtKxl his
joked
about
fly anywhere. You
humor.
the stereotypes
Google my name and it
"The thing
he faced every
comes up on the FBI’s
I like most is
day.
when you can
“He
was
most wanted list...
just abandon the
light-hearted,
twice.”
and that was
script and talk
good,” he said.
to the crowd,”
“For Arabs, it’s
he said. “What
AHMED AHMED
hard to deal
1 like the most is
COMEDIAN
with situations
there were a lot
of non-Arabs.
like these.”
GVSU
When
humor
translates
to
senior
and
other races, it’s great.”
Arab Culture Club Member Chris
Arab Culture Club President Michael said Ahmed did a great
Suzane Itani said she thought job.
"Having an Arabic background,
Ahmed was very entertaining.
“He got the best of all cultures," (he) translates it and makes it funny
she added. "Whoever didn’t go, to everyone, not just those with
they missed out on a very special a specific background,” Michael
show.”
said.
He added that in Arab cultural
GVSU senior and Arab Culture
Club Vice President Ahmed AlTawil said the show went well.
SEE COMEDIAN, A8

Documentary depicts Northern Ugandan children
By Craig Stevens
GVL Staff Writer

Conference sheds light
on local sustainability

coining the phrase “A War Older
Than Its Warriors” and copies of
the documentary are available for
purchase at screenings or on the
Web site.
Students can help Invisible
Children’s cause by participating
in the Global Night Commute.
The nationally-syndicated event
will feature people throughout
the United States commuting into
their cities and spending the night
together in honor of the children
of Northern Uganda.
For more information visit
http://www.invisiblechildren.
com.

CVL lesski Wood

Taking interest: Sophomore Kelly Bultsma asks a question at the "Invisible
Children" event in the Kirkhof Center on Tuesday.

1

0

they would walk miles at night to
band together and form family
like bonds in order to survive.
Sleeping in verandas thousands at
a time, the children rested together
with no room to move.
“It caught me off-guard, when
you see the tears and frustration,”
said GVSU senior Jeremiah
Teuscher. “You really get a sense
of what the children feel.”
Invisible
Children
intern
Darren Burdett added, “It’s not
that Americans don’t care. ...
There is just such a high demand
for their attention, that unless it
is thrown in their face, it is (that)
this conflict has thus far gone
unnoticed.”
Invisible
Children,
the
nonprofit organization, offers
several ways in which the
public can help further its cause.
Merchandise such as bracelets
handmade in Uganda, T-shirts

___

Highlighting
three
San
Diego teenagers’ first-hand life
experiences, the documentary
“Invisible Children” depicts
interactions
with
Sudan
inhabitants who had fled to
Northern Uganda.
Produced by a nonprofit
organization sharing the same
name, the film was shown to
Grand Valley State University
students on Tuesday.
“Bobby, the visionary behind
this documentary, as well as his
companions, really open people’s
eyes to what is going on in
Northern Uganda,” said Invisible
Children Representative Sarah
Shreeves.
Sponsored
by
GVSU
African American Studies, the

documentary’s
presentation
showed the true effects of the war
started by the LRA rebel group.
With wounds ranging from
severed limbs to permanently
crippled appendages, the LRA
abducted children routinely.
According to the documentary,
the children were brainwashed
into becoming killing machines,
fueling attempts to overthrow the
Ugandan government.
“We want to bring attention to
the children of Northern Uganda,”
said African American Studies
Coordinator and political science
professor Jaques Mangala. “This
is an attempt to bring this situation
close to home, because often
times we think these conflicts are
far away.”
As depicted in “Invisible
Children,” Northern Ugandan
children were afraid to sleep with
the rest of the refugees. Instead.
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Experts meet to share knowledge on issues of global resource
consumption and sustainability at GVSU
the world in some way relates eneigy to economics.
"Everything we do consumes energy.” he said.
GVL Laker Life Editor
“And without energy, there can be no sustainability.”
Mahawili added that very few people talk about the
Five local experts came together this week for a
efficiency involved in today’s consumption of energy.
common cause — sustainability.
“Efficiency is at the heart of sustainability,” he said.
Featuring these five individuals as speakers, the
“We have to become more aware, cognitive of what
Student Environmental Coalition held its Sustainability
efficiency means.”
Conference to inform the community of global resource
Following Mahawili’s presentation. Director of
consumption issues.
Sustainability Norman Christopher
Held on Monday iind Tuesday,
spoke
on
sustainability
at
the conference consisted of
GVSU. He said organizations
topics focused on the issues of
“Everything we do
like Leadership in Energy and
sustainability at Grand Valley State
Environmental Design can have
consumes
energy.
...
And
University. Local experts were
a major impact on businesses
without energy, there can
selected to speak because of their
nationwide. Working to develop
knowledge of the topics the SEC
be no sustainablity."
sustainable and high-performance
wanted to present, GVSU senior
buildings, LEED certification was
and SEC President Kevin Donner
granted for GVSU’s Ixike Ontario
said.
Hall. Christopher added.
IMAD MAHAWILI
“We’re trying to educate people
Tne ability to understand the
on what sustainability is and why it
MICHIGAN ALTERNATIVE
connections between education
is important to be more sustainable,
AND RENWEABLE ENERGY
and sustainability are important to
Donner added. "The conference
CENTER EXECUTIVE
the local economy and continued
is mostly about educational
DIRECTOR
sustainability at GVSU, he said.
awareness.”
Christopher added that 4.500
Sustainability at GVSU ensures
GVSU students participated in
the campus has an efficient amount
internships, co-ops and student
of resources to prosper through future generations.
teaching opportunities, which saved West Michigan
Donner said. The goal of the conference was to
organizations more than $18 million.
create awareness of more efficient ways to conserve
“The power of keeping the dollar locally is really
resources, he added.
significant,” he said. “Seventy percent of GVSU
“People consume resources in ways that aren t
graduates stay in West Michigan"
going to last forever." he said.
Michigan Alternative and Renewable Energy Center
SEE CONFERENCE, A8
Executive Director Imad Mahawili said everything in

By Jennifer Hoewe
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Professor speaks about Arabic art
By Kristy Eason
GVL Staff Writer

GVSU RHA receives awards
The 27th annual Michigan Organization of Residence Hall
Association Conference honored several GVSU student leaders.
RHA President Ty Krueger was awarded the MORHA 2006
Distinguished Service Award, while fellow RHA members Sara
Ash. Zac Blevins and Kevin Conn received the MORHA Fouryear Service Pin Awards.
Receiving the MORHA Director’s Pin Awards, Kevin Conn
was honored for his service with Sarah Ash on the MORHA
Executive Board. GVSU RHA members Conn. Krueger, Andrea
Manning. Dawn Schavey and Shannon Sellars were also inducted
into the MORHA Alumni Association during the conference.
The GVSU RHA delegates attending were given the MORHA
2006 Best Roll Call Award. Also, after submitting a written bid
and giving an oral presentation. GVSU was granted permission to
host the MORHA 2007 Conference.

CVSU Creek Week Events:
Banner judging
Hung throughout the Kirkhof Center beginning Thursday,
banner judging will be completed by 10 a m on Saturday.
Banners must contain the slogan "In unity there is strength." be
related to GVSU. and feature the name or letters of the Greek
organization they represent. All judging is based on creativity,
tastefuiness and overall appearance.

Serenades
Greek organizations will select songs to perform beginning at 11
a m. on Saturday in Kirkhof. Groups have the option of tastefully
altering the words to an already existing song and performing it
in front of all participating Greek members. Selected songs must
contain the word unity and relate to the unity theme of the week.

Games
Greek Week will feature a kickball tournament and tug-ofwar for all participating members. Beginning with the kickball
tournament, the games will start immediately following the
serenades.

Concluding ceremonies
The Order of Omega will conclude the Greek Week events on
Monday at 9:15 p.m. in the Grand River Room of the Kirkhof
Center. Points will be accumulated based on participation
percentages and added to the totals accumulated throughout the
week’s events to determine which Greek organization is this
year’s winner.

COMEDIAN
continued from page A7
events such as Monday’s
comedy show, there is just as much
entertainment as there is education.
“You can learn about Arab
culture." he said. "By taking in the
best parts of it, it makes it a lot of
fun and makes for a great time."
GVSU junior Steve Smith said
he enjoyed listening to Ahmed talk
lightheartedly about his race.
"1 saw him before on the

Michael Moore DVD, and it was
funny.” Smith said. “I had a good
time. It’s a good break from other
activities.”
Ahmed has been seen in many
films and television shows during
his career, including the movie
"Swingers" and MTV’s “Punk’d.”
He was also seen performing on
the bonus track of "Fahrenheit
9/11.” Ahmed can be seen in the
upcoming DVD, "Vince Vaughn’s
Wild West Comedy Tour.”

GRAND VALLEY LANTHORN

Hashim Al-Tawil, professor
and chair of art history program
at Henry Ford Community
College, visited Grand Valley State
University on Tuesday to share his
views on the art of Islam and the
Arab world.
Dunng his lecture, Al-Tawil
discussed the origin of Arabic
and Islamic art and religion. He
said Islamic art borrowed from
other art forms, and then, in turn,
Islamic art, influenced European
art movements.
"People like to leam new
perspectives,” Al-Tawil said. "It
is important to leam about other
cultures, people and art, and I try to
do just that.”
Al-Tawil also discussed the
origin of many different religions
and how they influence each other.
He explained that not all Muslims
are Arab, and not all Arabs are
Muslims.
Al-Tawil is the associate director
of the Pluralism Project at the
University of Michigan-Dearborn,
which is an affiliate of the parent
program at Harvard University. He
received his doctorate in art history
from the University of Iowa, a
Master of Arts in art education
from Hartford University and a

CONFERENCE
continued from page A7
Other local professionals,
Ellie Frey, Tom Carey and Chris
Bedford, each spoke on topics
relating to sustainability. While
Frey presented on the benefits
of buying local land, Carey
discussed locally-grown organic
food.
To emphasize Carey’s speech.
D’Maries Cafe donated locallygrown organic food for those
in attendance to try during
Tuesday’s events. Concluding the
conference, Bedford summarized
the sustainability theme through
his talk on locally- and globallysustainable farming practices.
GVSU freshman and SEC
member Tamie Bird said the
conference was beneficial in
trying to get students to realize
how to use and consume products

BFA from the College of Fine Arts
at the University of Baghdad, Iraq.
He also recently received
the Fulbnght research award to
conduct field study at the Palatina
Chapel in Palermo, Italy analyzing
the Arabic text at the site.
In addition to having an interest
in art history, Al-Tawil is also an
artist.
"I love to do art,” Al-Tawil said.
"Some of the pictures 1 showed
during my lecture today were of
my own pieces.”
“I loved it here,” he said of his
first time at GVSU. “It was very
enjoyable, and the audience was
polite.”
Al-Tawil said he had traveled to
many other universities to lecture on
this subject as well as other topics
relating to culture and religion of
the Arab and Islamic world.
“I was especially struck with the
point on monotheism,” said Carol
Kountz. an associate professor of
.writing. “The way that the speaker
illustrated it was very good, and I
learned a lot from it.”
Al-Tawil said he does not have
a particular favorite topic for his
lectures.
“I like to talk about what I
know,” he said. “And that is Arabic
and Islamic culture — mostly the
early periods."
Joseph Graves, treasurer of the

Sharing a few words Hashim Al-Tawil speaks to students in the Cook
DeWitt Center about the art of Islam and the Arab people on Tuesday.

Arab Cultural Club, said this was
one of several events to celebrate
Arab Culture Week.
“We were interested in bringing
in a speaker who wasn’t going to
talk all about politics," Graves said.
“Our club is a club about culture,
and we wanted a lecturer who was
going to emphasize that and leave
all the politics and complications
out of it.”
The Arab Cultural Club has

more efficiently.
"Students have to realize
that even though it (inefficient
consumption) doesn’t affect you.
it affects those people who come
after you,” she added.
After
hearing
about
sustainability from speakers,
attendants were also given the
opportunity to ask questions and
interact with the presenters.
“This conference shines a
light on usually overlooked
issues,” said GVSU freshman
Kaylie Overbeek. “Students need
to be concerned with the future
of sustainability as a school and
as a society.”

several other events occurring
throughout the week, including
an annual event that celebrates the
culture, food, art, entertainment
and traditions of the Arab people.
Some of Al-Tawil’s artwork will
also be showcased at the event.
It will take place on Thursday
from 6 to 10 p.m. in the Grand
River Room of the Kirkhof Center.
The event is open to the public and
free of charge.
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Track team jump starts its outdoor season

Basket hall Update
The Grand Valley State
University women’s
basketball team played
Wednesday night in the
NCAA Division II Elite Eight
Competition. Due to the late
start of the game, results
were unable to be published
in today’s paper. However,
check our Web site, http://
www.lanthom.com, later
today for complete game
coverage.

Number Cruncher

4
The Grand Valley Stale University
baseball team traveled to Salem,
W. Va. last weekend and picked up
four wins. The team ousted both
Salem International University and
Concord University in doubleheaders The team is now 13-3.

400
The GVSU cycling club team
traveled to Asheville, N.C., during
spring break and rode bikes for
more than 400 miles. Members
trained on the same trails as worldrenown cyclist Lance Armstrong as
they prepared for their upcoming
competitions.

3

The GVSU track and
field team transition
from indoor to outdoor
events

By Brandon Watson
GVL Staff Writer

Now that spring is officially
here, the Grand Valley State
University track team can look
forward to warmth and outdoor
competitions.
GVSU sent its pole vaulters
south last weekend as they
opened the outdoor track season
at the 49er Classic. The event
was held at the University of
North Carolina-Charlotte.
The Lakers got off to a strong
start on the season by claiming
all three spots in the polevaulting event. Junior Rachel
Duthler won the event with a
vault of 12-3 and a half. With a
mark of 11 -11 and three-quarters,
freshman Dianna Noonan placed
second, and sophomore Lindsey

The cycling team rides
into its first year as a
competitive club as it
draws both competitive
and beginner riders
GVL Staff Writer

•510

Junior catcher Nick Smith is
currently batting .510 on the season
for GVSU. In his 49 at bats, he has
29 hits and has scored 17 runs. He
has seven home runs and 22 runs
batted in.

1
GVSU had the No. 1 pole vaulter
at this week's 49er Classic held at
the University of North CarolinaCharlotte Junior Rachel Dutiller
took first place in the event with
a height of 12-3 and a half. The
Lakers claimed the remaining top
two spots in the event as well.

2006
BASEBALL
STANDINGS
TEAM | GUAC | OVERALL

A sports club on campus
is tearing down the roads of
Allendale and giving Grand
Valley State University another
team to represent the school.
Although the GVSU cycling
club team has been a club for
the past few years, this is the
first year it is a competitive
one, said Jordan Smitter, team
president.
The club is comprised of a
variety of athletes from around
campus, Smitter said. The team
was reorganized when a group
of riders at GVSU got together
and decided to assemble it into
a competitive club, he added.
They started riding and
training in the fall, but did not
have any real competitive races
at that time, Smitter said.
The team’s competitive
season started in February with
a race in Indiana at DePauw
University, which is outside
of Indianapolis. There was
only individual placing, with
no team scoring. Despite the
chilly weather, a few collisions
and crowded riding conditions,
Smitter managed to take third
in the “B” division, while rider
Jake Lietaert took 15th.
The Lakers will have six
or seven races this spring. To
help prepare for the upcoming
season, a group of riders went
to Asheville. N.C., during
spring break to ride routes that
seven-time Tour de France
winner Lance Armstrong is
known for training on when he
is in the United States. During
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a six-day span, the group rode
more than 400 miles over
hilly and challenging terrain,
Lietaert said.
Some of the rides uphill
took riders almost two hours
while they also had to face 45minute rides downhill at speeds
as high as 45 mph.
The club is for everyone
and not just for the serious,
competitive rider. Sophomore
Theresa Bright, who said
she had rarely ridden a bike
before this school year, got
into cycling when her friend,
Lietaert, convinced her to join
the team.
Bright said although she
was a bit slower than the other
riders, they were helpful in
teaching her to ride, with some
even sticking behind her for
support.
If there are enough riders,
they will travel in two groups
— one for the competitive
riders and another for beginners
— assuring her she would not
be left behind or have to ride
alone, she said.
In addition to donating their
time to training and races,
some riders make a financial
commitment. If a rider competes
in the races, that person may
spend $2,000 to $4,000 on
biking a year, Smitter said.
The costs include bike
maintenance,
upgrades,
traveling and racing fees. The
bike is the most expensive part,
Smitter said, but added, “it’s
not just the bike that matters;
Lance Armstrong could kick
our butts on an old 10-speed.”
The team will race in April.
Because it is fairly new, each
rider will race in the “B” or
“C” divisions until that racer
qualifies to move up to the next
division.
The season will conclude at
the end of April.

Before leaving for Salem, W.
Va., Laker baseball head coach
Steve Lyon said he hoped just
to get all four games in dunng
the weekend. His Laker squad

needed the experience to prepare
for the upcoming Great Lakes
Conference season, he added.
Not only did No. 10 Grand
Valley State University play all
four games, but the streaking
Lakers improved their record w ith
four wins.

TEAM | GLIAC | OVERALL
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25-27 in Kansas. If the Lakers
reach the Championships, they
will have faced a five-month
stretch.
“We are seeing the same
individuals taking care of
business at the top as long as we
can progress fitness-wise and
stay healthy,” Baltes said.
The Lakers will compete
in upcoming invitationals in
California, Illinois, Tennessee.
Kansas and Michigan. AH
invitationals will be on the road,
except for the Grand Rapids
Championships held on April 1.
Baltes said he expects this will
challenge the team to compete at
the highest level.
“We are working very hard
coming off of the indoor season
knowing that we need to step
right back up to the challenge of
getting the job done again,” he
said.
Some of GVSU’s squad will
travel to California on Saturday
to compete in the Sacramento
State Invitational.

GVL Archive / Kste Brown

A run in the sun: The Lakers push
ahead in the steeple chase during
an outdoor meet last spring.

GVL

Anns Schwsllier

Hitting the road: Sophomore Iordan Smitter, president of the cycling club, takes advantage of the sunny day and hits
the road on Tuesday afternoon. The cycling club has recently began competing, and Smitter took third place in the "B"
division for a competition in Indiana in February.

Baseball picks up four wins on the road

SOFTBALL
STANDINGS

Source

teams’ success, he added.
Weather can also determine
the fate of invitationals or put the
team on hold, a problem it did not
face while competing indoors.
However, Baltes said he likes
where his team is presently.
“We feel if we can continue to
progress, we can have some very
positive results in the outdoor
season,” he said.
Baltes said a positive thing
for him and his coaching staff is
that the outdoor squad has many
of the same parts that were on
the indoor team. The outdoor
season adds a few more events
that cannot be found at an indoor
event, he added.
The javelin, the 400 hurdles,
the steeple chase and the discuss
throw all are events added to the
outdoor season.
With the winter season
coming to a close in early
March and the outdoor season
picking right up, it can make
for a long stretch. The NCAA
championships will be held May

GV cyclists ready to race
By Ross Anderson

The GVSU softball team will
participate in three games as a part
of the Wartburg/Quincy Invitational
in Illinois this weekend. The
team currently carries an overall
record of 9-7 and has not faced a
conference opponent yet.

Jones took third with an 11-5
and three-quarters mark. Both
Duthler and Noonan had NCAA
qualifying marks.
Senior Brian Beach took a
second place finish for the men’s
team with a vault of 15-1.
By taking four out of the six
spots at the invitational, head
coach Jerry Baltes said he looks
to build on an already productive
outdoor season.
"We want to continue to
improve and get as good as we
can at each spot,” Baltes said.
Coming off an indoor season
where both the men’s and
women’s team found success,
heading outdoors and living up
to expectations will not be easy,
Baltes said. The women’s team
finished fifth at nationals, while
the men took 10th place.
Moving from inside the
Fieldhouse to the outdoor track
can bring both good and bad
results, Baltes said. Reaching the
full potential and keeping focus
of his entire team is crucial to the

Pitching a fit: Senior leremy Dow pitches during the GLIAC Twinbill against
Hillsdale University last season

Junior pitcher Vince Rizzi
pitched six innings in the first
game of the weekend against
Salem International University,
earning him his third win of the
year.
Rizzi yielded only five hits,
while striking out eight batters.
Catcher Nick Smith added a
home run to his total. Senior
first baseman Chad Rohacs also
contributed to the Lakers scoring
with a two-run homer in the
seventh inning. GVSU won the
first game, 11 -6.
Nate McCrory started on the
rhound for the Lakers in game
two of the double-header against
Salem International. The game
was broken open in the third inning
when junior second baseman Spud
McKenzie smacked a grand-slam
home run. giving GVSU a 7-3
lead after three innings.
The Lakers were not finished
with their offensive production,
however. Eight more Laker runs
were scored in the fourth inning.
When the dust settled, the Lakers
had won game two by a score of
20-5.
Smith added another home
run. while junior infielder Craig
Baugh had three hits with four
runs batted in. including a two run

center fielder Carrero hit .562.
home run.
After Saturday, the Lakers which included nine hits with
continued their momentum into eight RBIs.
“We’re swinging the bat really
Sunday with a twinbill against
Concord University. Concord well.” Lyon said.
He added that it was a nice
was able to score first, taking a 10 lead in the top of the sixth, but feeling as a coach to look down
that kicked the Laker offense into the bench, select a player and
know that person can play on
overdrive.
offense.
G V S U[—
Lyon said the
responded with
Lakers hit .380
six runs in the
“We have a good idea of
as a team, and it
bottom of the
what we want to do....
is one of the best
sixth. Concord
offensive starts
was unable to
(Playing 16 games) has
for the team.
respond, putting
allowed us to get a feel for
Aside from
up only one
what we want to do as a
the 13 wins the
more run. giving
Lakers
have
the Lakers a 6-2
team.”
amassed. Lyon
victory.
said playing 16
Game
two
games
before
against Concord
STEVE LYON
the
start
of
saw yet another
BASEBALL HEAD COACH
the
GLIAC
game filled with
season was very
GVSU scoring.
important.
Jeff
Carrero,
“We have a
Smith. Brandon
Bard and Nick Sandy each had good idea of what we want to do.”
two RBIs in the game, and senior he said. “(Playing 16 games) has
pitcher Grant Payton picked up allowed us to get a feel for what
his third win of the season leading we want to do as a team.”
The leakers will open the
the Lakers to a 14-7 win.
Redshirt freshman David GLIAC season this weekend with
Bowman picked up the first save a pair of double headers at Findlay
of his collegiate career. Junior JUniversitv against the Oilers.

Sports
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CV leads Directors' Cup standings
GVSU competes for the
Division II U.S. Sports
Academy Directors’ Cup

By Jayson Bussa
GVL Sports Editor

For another consecutive
year, the Grand Valley State
University athletic program
is vying for the opportunity
to be awarded the National
Association
of Collegiate
Directors
of
Athletics
Directors’ Cup.
The award is given to the
athletic program that performs
best overall in different sports.
Each sport is weighted with
a point value, and the better
that team does in its respective
season, the more points that
are added to the school’s final
tally. The latest press release
from the NACDA on March 16
showed that GVSU was well
in front of its competition with

629.75 points.
The second place school
was Adams State (Colorado),
which amassed a total of 388
points. Rounding out the top
five schools in the running
for the award were Abilene
Christian (Texas) with 367,
Nebraska Omaha with 359.5
and Colorado School of Mines
with 353.25.
In the past winter season,
the Lakers spaced themselves
from the competition with
national finishes in many
of their sports. The Lakers
furthered themselves from
the pack, despite not having a
skiing or rilling team, which
some of the other schools had
and for which they earned
points.
In swimming, the men’s
team rounded up 22.5 points
with its 15th place finish
nationally, while the women’s
team earned GVSU 25.5 points
by finishing in 13th place
nationally.

The men’s and women’s
track and field teams also
bolstered GVSU’s point total
with their pair of national
finishes. The women finished
the season off in fifth, grabbing
the Lakers 75 points. The men
finished the season in 10th,
earning GVSU 66.75 points.
Although
the
GVSU’s
wrestling
club
won
the
national championship, they
did not earn any points for the
team total because they are not
a varsity sport.
The base work for GVSU’s
lead was laid down by
national championships won
by the Lakers in football and
volleyball.
The Lakers closed out the
fall season with 440 points,
leading the competition by 215
points.
GVSU may also earn high
point totals for the men’s
basketball team, which made a
run to the regional tournament,
as well as the women who

reached
the
Elite
Eight
tournament.
The final winner will be
announced after the spring
sports season.

Scores from NACDA
as of 3/16/06
Winter '05 - '06
Women’s swimming: 25.5
Men’s swimming: 22.5
Women’s track and field: 75
Men’s track and field: 66.75

Fall '05
Women’s cross country: 90
Men’s cross country: 80
Football: 100
Women’s soccer: 70
Volleyball: 100

GVL Staff Writer

Just admit it, your bracket is
busted. The only people sitting
pretty right now are those w ho
“copped out” and picked the No.
1 seeds to the Elite Eight or Final
Four; that is. unless you know
how to pick the upset.
Every year, millions of dollars
are bet in office pools and on
job sites across the country. The
opening weekend of March
Madness is a small step down
from Christmas for diehard
basketball fans. The great joy of
filling out a bracket is the tingling
“I told you so” feeling when
your No. 12 seed knocks off
the No. 5 seed you thought was
over-hyped. The real question
is, were you bold enough to
pick Bradley over Kansas? Did
you really see George Mason
in the Sweet Sixteen? Even the
experts struggle to understand
how upsets happen, so can there
truly be a formula for picking

a Cinderella
in the NCAA
Tournament?
There are
certain ground
rules when
it comes to
picking upsets
that one must
consider before
picking a team
of long-shot
nobodies over a perennial
powerhouse.
Rule 1: Never pick with your
heart. Living in Big Ten country,
it means that most Grand Valley
State University students have
seen their favorite team go down
or never make the tournament,
in Michigan’s case. All six Big
Ten schools were eliminated
before the Sweet Sixteen. To
make matters worse, only Illinois
and Indiana were not humiliated.
Ohio State essentially lost a home
game against a No. 7 seed. Iowa
was the laughing stock of the first
round. Michigan State University
went from pre-season top five to

a first round exit, and Wisconsin
was annihilated by an Arizona
Wildcats team.
Rule 2: Do not pick solely
on name recognition. Wichita
State University, my proud pick
over Tennessee, is a team that
hardly anyone has heard of.
However, its first round opponent
was Seton Hall, a team that has
a long tradition and has been
a part of many recent NCAA
Tournaments.
Rule 3: Do not pick an upset
for the sake of picking an upset!
When in doubt, the favorites are
still king. In the opening round,
the higher seeds were 23-9.
Rule 4: To be a real
Cinderella, a team should make
the Sweet Sixteen. While it was
great to see the No. 3 seed Iowa
Hawkeyes lose to Northwestern
State University, the team
would have been the talk of the
tournament had they beaten
West Virginia. Instead, the talk
has shifted to Wichita State and
George Mason, one of which will
make the Elite Eight. This means,

Men's golf places third in Kentucky
The men’s golf team of Grand Valley State University took to
action this weekend in Dry Ridge. Ky., as it competed in the LaRosa’s
Collegiate Cup. The Lakers placed in third during the two-day event that
was held at Eagle Creek Country ( lub.
Junior Steve 1 .arson was the top finisher for the Lakers in the event
as he finished in a tie for second place overall with a final score of
140. Larson shot 71 in the first nmnd and 69 in the second. Other top
individual fimsliers for the Lakers were sophomore Josh Orler who tied
for fourth place with a first round score of 69 and a second round score
of 72, and senior Jacob Hamilton who landed in a tie for 17 with a tworound score of 146.
This Monday, the Lakers will continue in action as they travel to
Louisville, Ky.. for the Bellarmme Invitational.

Women's golf to take action
GVSU’s women’s golf team will return the links this week after a
month and a half off. On Saturday, the Lakers will travel to Newport, Ky.,
to compete at in an invitational held at Northern Kentucky University.
The last action the Lakers saw was on Feb. 4 in Kiawah Island, S.C.,
The Lakers finished in third place at that Tusculum College/Kiawah
Island Women’s Golf Intercollegiate at Cougar Point Golf Course with
a score of 651.

Tennis loses to rival

Looking out for the Cinderella of the year
By Bin Selles

GVL digest

when you pick an upset, look
a game ahead and look for the
teams with a weaker opponent
than in the first round. For
example, Bradley played a tough
Kansas team in the first round,
and in the second had to face a
very overrated Pittsburgh squad.
Rule 5: No team is safe from
an upset. All four of the No.
1 seeds survived to the Sweet
Sixteen, but only four of 12
No. 1 seeds have advanced to
the Final Four in the past three
tournaments. Tennessee and Ohio
State know too well that highlyseeded teams are never safe.
Upsets are the name of the
game in the NCAA tournament,
and while some teams can argue
that George Mason would be
lucky to win one in 10 teams
against MSU and North Carolina,
at least the winner was decided
on the court. If only football
could adopt a tournament,
perhaps we could have a national
champion without debate and
really create some excitement in
lower bowl games.

On Monday, the men’s tennis team of GVSU fell to its Great Lakes
Conference rival No. 33 Ferris State University by a final score of 8-1.
The only flight that the Lakers could pick off of their opponent was
at the third singles position where senior Nirun Raju defeated Bryan
Karzia with scores of 7-6 (9), 6-3. All singles matches were decided in
two sets of play.
On Saturday and Sunday, the Lakers will continue their conference
schedule with a pair of home matches. The Lakers will square off against
Lake Superior State University on Saturday. On Sunday, they will clash
against Michigan Technological University. The
women’s team will also be in
action on Friday (vs. LSSU)
and Sunday (vs. Wayne State
University).

Match point: junior
Mike Bambini hits the
ball during practice tor
the men's tennis team
last fall.
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GET Your Degree Faster!
GET a head start on this fall and your career.
■ Choose from hundreds of real-world classes
taught by world-class faculty
■ Rack up the credit you need to graduate faster
with classes as short as eight weeks

Your
Ad
Here

■ Take classes at five convenient locations

Register Today for
Spring/Summer Classes!
Registration Deadlines
Priority Registration
Open Registration

February 6 - April 15
April 1 7 - May 6

Session Schedules
Spring/Summer Session (13 weeks) May 8 - August 3
Spring Session (eight weeks)
May 8 - June 27
Summer Session (eight weeks)
June 28 - August 18

Wayne State

University

World-Class Education
in The Real World™
(313) 577-3577
summer.wayne.edu/2006

call us.
grand valley lanthorn

L

(616) 331-2460

J

lanthorn@gvsu.edu
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Ecuadoreans protest free-trade deal
By Gonzalo Solano
Associated Press Writer
QUITO, Ecuador (AP) — The
Ecuadorean government declared
a state of emergency in four
provinces on Tuesday to curb nine
days of Indian protests against a
proposed free-trade deal with the
United States.
Television images on Tuesday
showed riot police trying to clear
rocks, tree trunks and burning tires
from roadways north and south
of Quito — in the Imbabura and
Cotopaxi provinces — and tiring
tear gas to repel dozens of Indians,
who responded by hurling stones.
No serious injuries or arrests were
immediately reported.
President Alfredo Palacio
imposed the measure “to guarantee
the tree flow of goods and persons
(and) permit citizens the nght
to work.” said Interior Minister
Felipe Vega. “We must find a way
through this difficult situation we
find ourselves in.”
Roadbkx'ks were paralyzing
traffic and commerce in the southern
highland Chimborazo province.
There, some 10,000 people opposed
to the Indian protests marched

peacefully in the provincial capital
city of Riobamba, 100 miles
south of Quito, demanding the
government stop the roadblocks,
local media reported. Police said
they were determined to prevent a
threatened “takeover” of the capital
by the left-leaning Confederation
of Indigenous Nationalities of
Ecuador, the nation’s largest Indian
movement. As of late Tuesday, only
200 Indian protesters had arrived in
Quito, camped out in a city park.
The blockades began March
13 when several thousand Indians
across the highlands and parts of
Ecuador’s eastern jungle demanded
that Palacio pull Ecuador’s trade
negotiators out of Washington and
threatened to oust him from office
if he signs a free-trade pact with the
United States.
The Indigenous movement’s
political party, Pachakutik. has
softened that position slightly
— party coordinator Humberto
Talagua said Tuesday, "We
don’t want to overthrow any
government.”
But he warned that Palacio
was setting himself up for a fall
from power by insisting on the
free trade deal. "The majority of
the Ecuadorean people are with
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Off-duty Muskegon
officer apparently kills
self after chase
ALPINE
TOWNSHIP.
Mich. (AP) — An off-duty
Muskegon policeman led other
law enforcement officers on a
high-speedchaseearly Monday
before pulling off the road and
apparently committing suicide,
authorities said.
Kevin Stier, 39. was a 10year veteran of the police force
and a former Marine, said
Tony Kleibecker, Muskegon’s
public safety director.
Kleibecker
told
The
Muskegon Chronicle that
Stier stalled calling Muskegon
dispatchers about 4 a.m.,
“indicating he was despondent
and potentially going to harm
himself.”
Sheriff’s deputies
and
officers
from
Muskegon
County’s Muskegon Township
later spotted Stier’s truck and
tried to pull him over, then
backed off as he sped away,
The Grand Rapids Press
reported.
After entering Kent County.
Stier’s speed reached 85 mph
on
southbound
Michigan
37 in Alpine Township, just
northwest of Grand Rapids.
Officers pulled him over
but kept their distance because
it was dark outside and they
believed Stier had a gun.
Upon seeing no movement
inside Stier’s truck, they
checked inside and found
him dead of an apparent selfinflicted gunshot wound, said
Kent County Sheriff’s Sgt.
Roger Parent.
Kleibecker said he had
no indication that Stier was
troubled, describing him as a
good officer with no history of
discipline problems.
Stier joined the Muskegon
Police Department in 1995 as
a nightshift road patrol officer
and most recently worked as a
community officer.

AP Photo . Dolores OcAm R.
Raising their voices: Ecuadorean Indigenous [x*asants shout during a protect against the free-trade agreement with the
United States in Quito, Ecuador, on Tuesday.

us. We’re going to see that in
the streets.” Talagua told Radio
Centro.
The Indians contend that
Ecuadorean fanners and small-

scale Indian producers would not
be able to compete with cheap
imports from the United States,
where agriculture is heavily
subsidized. Colombia and Peru

already have signed trade deals
with Washington, and Ecuador is
scheduled to enter a final round of
talks on Thursday.

Gunmen free prison inmates
By Sinan Salaheddin
Associated Press Writer
BAGHDAD,
Iraq
(AP)
— About 100 masked gunmen
stormed a prison near the Iranian
border Tuesday, cutting phone
wires, freeing all the inmates
and leaving behind a scene of
devastation and carnage — 20
dead policemen, burned-out cars
and a smoldering jailhouse.
At least 10 attackers were
killed in the dawn assault on
the Muqdadiyah lockup on
the eastern fringe of the Sunni
Triangle, police said. The
raid showed the mostly Sunni
militants can still assemble a
large force, capable of operating
in the region virtually at will
— even though U.S. and Iraqi
military officials said last year
that the area was no longer an
insurgent stronghold.
The insurgency’s strength,
spiraling sectarian violence and
the stalemate over forming a
government in Iraq have led
politicians and foreign policy
experts to say Iraq is on the brink
or perhaps in the midst of civil
war.
In all, 33 prisoners were
freed, including 18 insurgents
who were detained Sunday
during raids by security forces
in the nearby villages of Sansal
and Arab, police said. It was the
capture of those insurgents that
apparently prompted Tuesday’s
attack. The 15 other inmates were
a mix of suspected insurgents
and common criminals. In
an Internet posting Tuesday
night, the military wing of the
Mujaheddin Shura Council, a
militant Sunni Muslim insurgent
group, purportedly claimed it
parried out the operation. The
posting said the group killed “40
policemen, liberated 33 prisoners
and captured weapons.”
The claim was posted
on the Iraqi News Web site.

Bush says troops will still
be in Iraq when he leaves
office

AP Photo

WASHINGTON (AP) President Bush said Tuesday
that American forces will
remain in Iraq for years, and it
will be up to a future president
to decide when to bring
them all home. But defying
critics and plunging polls,
he declared, “I’m optimistic
we’ll succeed. If not. I’d pull
our troops out.”
The president rejected calls
for the resignation of Defense
Secretary Donald Rumsfeld,
chief architect of wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan. “Listen.every
war plan looks good on paper
until you meet the enemy,”
Bush said, acknowledging
mistakes as the United States
was forced to switch tactics
and change a reconstruction
strategy that offered targets for
insurgents.
He also rejected assertions
by Iraq’s former interim prime
minister that the country had
fallen into civil war amid
sectarian violence that has left
more than 1.000 Iraqis dead
since the bombing last month
of a Shiite Muslim shrine.

Mohammed Adrian

Violent attack: bullet holes are seen on one of the police vehicles in Muqdadiyah, about 90 kilometers (60 miles) north of Baghdad, Iraq, on Tuesday. Insurgents
stormed a jail at about dawn on Tuesday in the Sunni Muslim heartland north of Baghdad, killing at least 19 policemen and a courthouse guard. Authorities said all 33
prisoners in the lockup were freed, and 10 attackers were killed in the battle.

Neither the higher casualty
toll among policemen nor the
captured weapons could not be
independently verified.
The cutting of the telephone
lines made it impossible for
jailers or security men, who
apparently did not have cell
phones, to call other police for
backup. Residents of the town
informed authorities of the
situation after hearing the firing.
With the wires cut, the
insurgents had 90 minutes to
battle their way into the law

enforcement compound before
police reinforcements showed
up from the nearby villages of
Wajihiyah and Abu Saida, police
said. Muqdadiyah is about 25
miles from the Iranian frontier
and 60 miles northeast of
Baghdad.
By the time the insurgents
fled, taking away the bodies of
many of their dead compatriots,
nearly two dozen cars were shot
up and set on fire and the jail
was a charred mass of twisted
bunk bed frames and smoldering

mattresses.
Afterward. U.S. helicopters
hovered in the air above the jail.
Police said residents fired into
the air. but it was not clear if
the American aircraft were the
target. None were hit.
It was not the first time
militants have targeted a jail.
On April 20. 2(X)4, insurgents
fired 12 mortars into the
infamous Abu Ghraib prison
on the outskirts of Baghdad,
killing 22 inmates and wounding
92. A U.S. general speculated

the attack may have been an
attempt to spark a prison break
or an uprising. In other violence
Tuesday, a roadside bomb killed
one policeman and wounded
three in Baqouba, 35 miles
northeast of Baghdad, authorities
said.
President Bush said Tuesday
that the decision about when to
withdraw all U.S. troops from
Iraq will fall to future presidents
and Iraqi leaders, suggesting that
U.S. involvement will continue
at least through 2(X)8.

Police foil Palestinian
suicide bombing after
high-speed highway
chase

World Water Forum draws demonstrators
By Mark Stevenson
Associated Press Writer
MEXICO CITY (AP) - Violent
protests have driven away corporate
investment in desperately needed
municipal water systems in developing
nations. So the world’s poor buy bottled
water from Coke, Pepsi and other
multinational companies.
“Water is not for sale.” demonstrators
chanted at the World Water Forum
this week. But they couldn’t be more
wrong — private companies make much
more money selling bottled water than
they ever did developing public water
systems. Companies also stand to benefit
from a renewed push for big dams in the
Third World.
So even though just about everybody,
from CEOs to aid workers, spoke out
against the privatization of water, the
apparent victory for anti-corporate forces
may prove hollow.
“Nobody is talking about privatizing
a resource,” said Mexico s F.nvironment
Secretary Jose Luis Luege. That is
something inalienable, sovereign.

It’s also become big business.
Multinationals — Pepsi, Cadbury.
Nestle, Danone and Coca-Cola —
supply most of the bottled water in
Mexico, now the world's second-largest
consumer. Sales of bottled water in
China jumped by more than 250 percent
between 1999 and 2(X)4. They tripled in
India and almost doubled in Indonesia,
according to a study released by the
Earth Policy Institute, a Washingtonbased environmental group.
Worldwide, the industry is now worth
about $100 billion per year.
In the 1990s, private firms jumped
into the water business by gobbling up
public water systems and raising rates,
sparking violent protests.
Private water management companies
are now leery to invest in municipal
systems.
That’s especially true in Bolivia,
where demonstrations in 2004 in the
slum city of El Alto, outside La Paz.
forced a subsidiary of French Suez Corp.
to cancel a contract to provide water to
the slum city.
The leader of those protests. Abel
Mamani,
was recently
appointed

Bolivia’s water minister.
“Let's be realistic. We don’t think
any private company is going to invest
in Bolivia in the water sector anymore."
Solon said flatly. “What’s more, it’s
logical that they shouldn’t."
Gerard Payen. who heads an
association of private water companies,
said firms are more cautious after being
used as scapegoats by local authorities,
who have called them in after rate
increases were already in the works.
Companies also are going after big
moneymaking projects to make their
efforts worthwhile.
Activists say corporate interests —
combined with an aggressive lobbying
campaign by the World Bank — are
pushing developing countries to build
big dams and hydroelectric projects.
“There is a huge amount of money
there, about $1 billion, and of course
the corporate interests are very much
involved.” said Patrick McCully. director
of the International River Network, an
environmental group.
Despite strong opposition in some
towns near the proposed dam, the La
Parota project is scheduled to start

LATRUN
JUNCTION,
Israel (AP) — With sirens
wailing and blue lights flashing.
Israeli police chased a van with
explosives on a mam highway
Tuesday and captured a group
of Palestinians who defense
officials say planned a major
bombing ahead of national
elections.
Israel’s
parliamentary
election is set for March 28;
Palestinian attacks have altered
the outcome of past balloting.
After
chasing
down
the bomber halfway from
Jerusalem to Tel Aviv, jittery
security forces extended a
closure on the West Bank and
Gaza through election day.
AP Television News video
showed the 10 Palestinians
removed from the van at
gunpoint. Sappers took away
a 15-pound bomb, concealed
in a bag.
Jerusalem
police
commander Ilan Franco said
the suspected bomber had ties
to the militant group Islamic
Jihad.

construction by 2007.
The push for dams is on. Hardly
a presentation went by at the summit
without the World Bank (outing its
campaign for a “minimum platform of
water infrastructure" for every country.
Bank officials invoked a powerful, if
frightening, argument: Climate change
and global warming are going to make
dams necessary for flood control and
drought protection.
Noting the growing unpredictability
of rainfall and rivers in Africa. Jamal
Shagir. the World Bank's director of
water and energy, said “investment in
hydroelectric infrastructure is not a
choice anymore for Africa. It is a must."
A draft of the final declaration by 78
water ministers attending the summit
strongly endorsed consulting everyone
involved before a dam or other project
is built, and taking into account all the
environmental, economic and social
effects during the design stage.
Even if activists still have to battle
private interests at the next water
summit, scheduled for 2009, they can at
least hope that such ideas will still be in
vogue.
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digest Music ensemble plays for packed house
By John Faarup
CVL A&E Editor

Grand Valley State
University

The Early Music Ensemble performed
for a full house on Sunday in the
Sherman Van Solkema Recital Hall as it
played several pieces from the 16th and
17th centuries. Additional seating was
brought in to facilitate the crowd, but
several people had to stand to watch the
concert.
The ensemble was comprised of
students, guest artists and faculty, with
music professor Pablo Mahave-Veglia
at the helm. The performance had four
different sections with four different
combinations of performers.
The
pieces selected were Johann Sebastian
Bach’s “Trio Sonata,” “Sonata No. 6”
by Antonio Vivaldi, "Nine Fantasies” by
Thomas Morley and "Paris Quartet” by
Georg Philipp Telemann. Each section
had a number of individual pieces within
it.
Mahave-Veglia said it had been a
pleasure to see his students grow and
blossom over a two to three year period
of studying in the music department,
and that the mixture of guest artists and

Free Play Series —
Viohnisf
and
composer
Todd Reynolds will play
today for the Free Play
Series. He will perform
pieces from various artists,
including Michael Gordon
and Ingram Marshall, as well
as original compositions.
The concert is from 8 to 10
p.m. in the Sherman Van
Solkema Recital Hail in the
Performing Arts Center.
Taste of the Arab World
Festival — The Arab Culture
Club’s annual event includes
authentic Middle Eastern
cuisine, artwork, artifacts
and live music. The festival
will take place in the Grand
River Room of the Kirkhof
Center today at 6 p.m.

students in the concert provided a unique
opportunity.
“I was very pleased with the
ensemble.” Mahave-Veglia said.
Three guest artists were on hand to
accompany the students. Anita Rieder
played the baroque flute, and had given
a lesson earlier that day to Grand Valley
State University students. She is currently
a professor at DePaul University School
of Music. Patricia Ahem was on baroque
violin, and has played with the Tafelmusik
Baroque Orchestra. She has also been
featured on National Public Radio’s
program “Harmonia.” Gregory Crowell
was on harpsichord, and has appeared
in numerous festivals and conventions
around the world.
Mahave-Veglia said the students and
guest artists only had a few rehearsals
together to get ready for the performance,
but the tight schedule and limited
preparation were a positive experience
because it is more indicative of real
world situations.
“I
felt
confident
about
our
performance,”
said junior Elaine
Nichelson. "Playing alongside pros is
definitely intimidating, but 1 look at it
more as an opportunity to learn from

their many years of experience.”
Nichelson played the baroque flute for
the Early Music Ensemble.
"Baroque flute has more irregularities
in tone and intonation,” she said. “Those
are the hardest for me to get used to.”
Mahave-Veglia
said
a
common
misconception about music is that
someone is just reading notes off of a
piece of paper, but in reality there are
many idiosyncratic qualities to baroque
playing that requires "reading between
the lines.”

“Everybody’s performance was really
great,” said freshman Jennifer Ross.
"They all seemed very passionate about
playing.”
She said her favorite piece performed
was the last composition of Telemann’s
"Paris Quartet.”
Sophomore Dustin Kilway said his
favorite piece was also “Paris Quartet.”
Two more performances sponsored
by the music department will take place
soon. Today, violinist Todd Reynolds will
perform for the Free Play Series, and on
Monday, pianist Daan Vanderwalle will
perform for the Free Play Series as well.
Check the music department Web site for
more information.

Grand Rapids

Getting a taste in town

“Elizabeth Rex” — The
Actor’s Theatre presents
a play about an imagined
meeting between William
Shakespeare and Queen
Elizabeth I. The show
will run Friday through
Sunday. Check http://www.
actorsatspectrum.org
for
show times and ticket
prices.

Students can enjoy
dinner out without
breaking their bank
account

By John Faarup

"A Gershwin Gala with
Kishna Davis & Lester
Lynch”
— The Grand
Rapids Symphony presents
music from Ira and George
Gershwin. Check http://
www.grsymphony.org
for show times and ticket
prices.

GVL A&E Editor

Eating fast food, Ramen
Noodles and macaroni and
cheese can be repetitive and
dull, but the Grand Rapids
area has a wide selection of
restaurant options catering to a
variety of tastes.
While the average budget
for food of college students
can be relatively meager, there
are several places that will not
require customers to dig too
deep into their savings to enjoy
fresh and authentic cuisine.
There are numerous dining
venues
available
whether
you want to pick up a quick
sandwich to go or need a more
formal setting for a special
occasion.
San Chez, A Tapas Bistro
offers a wide variety of
authentic Hispanic food and
drink. The restaurant also has a
unique method of presentation
for its dishes.
General Manager Cindy
Schneider said instead of
someone ordering a single
dish, it is encouraged for the
party to order several “tapas”
and share so everyone has
the chance to taste something
different. Tapas are made from
bread, cheese, sausage and
many other ingredients. There
are more than 35 different
tapas selections available at
San Chez.
“I could literally eat here
every day of the week,” she

Film releases
“Inside Man” — Denzel
Washington, Clive Owen
and Jodie Foster star in a
Spike Lee film about a bank
robbery gone wrong. The
film opens Friday.
“Larry the Cable Guy:
Health Inspector” — Standup comic Larry the Cable
Guy is assigned by the
local health department to
investigate food poisoning
in upscale restaurants. The
film opens Friday.
“Stay Alive” — Teenagers
begin to die when characters
in the video games they play
die as well. The film stars
Frankie Muniz and opens
Friday.
"The
Decalogue”
—
Krzystof Kieslowski’s 10episode drama is playing at
the Wealthy Theater in Grand
Rapids. On Friday night,
episodes one and two play.
On Saturday, episodes one
through six will play, and
on Sunday, episodes seven
through 10 will be shown.
Tickets are $8. Check http://
www.wealthytheatre.org
for a complete show time
listing.

A comedic tale of young

couples in Italy will
premiere this weekend

“The Tenth Circle” —
Jodi Ficoult writes about a
young girl who is raped and,
as a result, suffers severe
physical
and
emotional
consequences. The book was
released this week.

The

Best

By John Faarup
GVL A & E Editor

The theatre department travels
back in time and across the ocean
to present Carlo Goldoni’s "The
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Tickets and Showtimes available online at cinemark.com
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Room to dine: A large fake bowl of popcorn hangs over the fireplace in Rose's restaurant in East Grand Rapids, a tribute
to the famous carmelcorn, a sample of which is provided with every meal.

of pizzas, salads and pastas
from which to choose. Dinner
entrees range from $13 to
$30.
The restaurant is located on
550 Lakeside Drive.
Yesterdog has been a staple
in Eastown for more than
three decades. The menu has
only six items, which include
the Yesterdog (chili, onion,
pickles, catsup and mustard),
Cheddardog (chili and cheese),
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Servant of Two Masters.”
The play is set in Venice. Italy,
during the 18th century, as two
young couples who have been
separated from their partners
attempt to reunite, despite the
best efforts of their families.
“The Servant of Two Masters”
is a style of theatre known as
“Commedia dell’Arte, which
translates from Italian to mean
“comedy of humors.”
Ian Borden, director of the play
and visiting assistant professor of
theatre, said Commedia dell’Arte
is where the term “slapstick
comedy” originated.
“It is very physical and very

funny,” he said. “(The play) is
a 250-year-old sex comedy in
some ways.”
There are three story lines
within the play. First, there is
Clarice, who is in love with
Sylvio. Clarice’s father wants
her to dump Sylvio in favor
of Federigo — a richer, more
prestigious
marriage
mate.
Second, there is Beatrice,
who is in love with Florindo.
Beatrice’s brother, Federigo.
wants Beatrice to have nothing
to do with Florindo. and seeks
to keep them apart. As a result.
Florindo slays him and runs off
with Beatrice, who disguises
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Ultradog (chili, cheese, onion,
pickles, catsup and mustard),
Krautdog (kraut, pickles and
mustard). Veggie (cheese,
kraut, onion, pickles and
mustard) and the Killerdog
(chili, cheese, kraut, onion,
pickles,
ketchup, mustard
and Tabasco sauce). The
establishment is a little lighter
on the wallet with the least
expensive Yesterdog ringing
in at $1.50, and the Killerdog

— the most expensive — at
$2.
Yesterdog is located on
Wealthy Street just south of
Lake Drive.
For a taste of the Middle
East, you can head to Osta’s,
which is also in East Grand
Rapids. The restaurant features
a variety of Lebanese dishes
that include schwarma, falafal
and hummus. Osta’s is closed
on Sunday and Monday.

'The Servant of Two Masters' to debut at GV

Book Releases

I N E

said.
Schneider said some of
the most commonly ordered
dishes were Gambas al Ajillo
and Empanada de Patatas
con Alioli. The first entree is
comprised of sauteed shrimp,
extra virgin olive oil, garlic,
spicy red pepper flakes and
parsley. The second entree is
a combination of potatoes and
onions.
The prices range from
as low as $4 to $40, but one
entree usually serves more
than one person.
San Chez, A Tapas Bistro
is located at the corner of
Commerce and Fulton just east
of Van Andel Arena.
For
a
more
formal
experience, there is Rose’s,
located in East Grand Rapids.
The Italian-style restaurant
overlooks Reeds Lake, and
with spring approaching, the
deck will be opening for those
who want to eat outdoors.
General Manager Kevin
Vos said outside of traveling
to Grand Haven. Rose’s is the
only available venue for dining
near the water in the Grand
Rapids area.
"We are most well-known
for a chance at a scenic
opportunity,” he said.
Vos recommended the Wood
Roasted
Salmon
Vesuvio
and the Parmesan Crusted
Chicken Breasts. The former
is a mixture of garlic, olive oil,
oregano, white wine, broccoli
and potato wedges. The latter
contains asparagus, tomato
pepper sauce and roasted
golden potatoes. A full service
bar with wine, beer and liquor
is also available.
Rose’s also offers a range
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herself as her recently slain
“This is the most fun I have
brother. Truffaldino, a low-level had on a production here at
peasant, seeks to get rich quickly Grand Valley,” he said.
by working for two masters —
“The Servant of Two Masters"
Beatrice and Florindo. Little does requires a majority of the cast to
he know that Beatrice is in fact wear masks, as was the style in
a woman, as well as Florindo’s the 18th and 19th centuries.
lover. Beatrice and Florindo
“Traditionally,
in
the
have no idea
Commedia
that Truffaldino
dell’Arte, which
is the other’s
is what this
“This is the most fun I have kind of theatre
servant.
Borden said had on a production here at is, many of the
the
identity
characters wear
Grand Valley.”
confusion
masks,” Borden
leads to a lot
said. “It is part
of
comedic
of how this
opportunities
kind of theatre
MIKE HARTHEN
among
the
developed."
TRUFFALDINO
characters.
The
theatre
Mike
department
Harthen,
who
has worked on
plays Truffaldino, said “The the production of “The Servant
Servant of Two Masters” is of Two Masters” since the
unlike any other production he beginning of the semester. Its
has ever worked on.
work will culminate with two
“(The play) is extremely sets of performances starting
physical,” he said. “It is Friday.
like Charlie Chaplin / Marx
Performance dates for this
Brothers-type slapstick comedy. weekend are Friday and Saturday
Everything is overexaggerated.”
at 7:30 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m.
Harthen added the play The play will also run on March
includes a lot of improvisation 30 and 31 at 7:30 p.m. and on
and interaction with the audience, April 2 at 2 p.m.
which provides for a unique
Students can purchase tickets
experience, something he has for $6, while seniors, faculty,
never done before in theatrical staff and alumni for $10 and
performances.
general admission is $12.
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What's on tap: Events Calendar
March 23 - March 29
Thursday, March 23

• 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. — On-Campus
Interviews - The Buckle at the
DeVos Plaza
• 10 a.m. — Do you want to be
a Student Senator for the 200607 academic year? at the Kirkhof
Center
• 10 a.m.
- FREE
MOVIE:
“Murderball” at the Kirkhof Center

• 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. — On-Campus
Interviews — Agape Plastics at
DeVos Center
• 10 a.m. — Do you want to be
a Student Senator for the 200607 academic year? at the Kirkhof
Center
• 10 a.m. FREE MOVIE:
“Murderball” at the Kirkhof Center

• 10:30 a.m. to 3 p.m. — Summer
job fair at Henry Hall atrium

• 11:30 a.m. to 12:45 p.m. — Lenten
Observance: Adoration
at
the
Kirkhof Center

• 1 to 2 p.m. —Mathematics and
Philosophy: The Search for Truth
and Certainty at 1113 MAK

• 2 p.m. FREE MOVIE:
“Murderball” at the Kirkhof Center

• 1 to 7 p.m. — Blood Drive
(Allendale Campus) Sponsored by
Health and AIDS at the Kirkhof
Center
• 2
p.m.
- FREE
MOVIE:
“Murderball" at the Kirkhof Center
• 5
p.m.
- FREE
MOVIE:
“Murderball” at the Kirkhof Center
• 6 to 7 p.m. — 12-Step Meeting
(open) at the Oakland/Liberty house
in GVA
• 6 to 7:30 p.m. — GVSU women’s
rugby

• 5 p.m
FREE MOVIE:
“Murderball” at the Kirkhof Center
• 5:30 p.m. to 7 p.m. — Humanics
Annual Spring Benefit at Loosemore
Auditorium
• 7 p.m. — GVSU women’s tennis
vs. Lake Superior State University
@ Riverview, Grand Rapids, MI
• 7:30 to 9 p.m. — The Servant of
Two Maters at the Performing Arts
Center
• 10 p.m. - FREE
MOVIE:
“Murderball” at the Kirkhof Center
Saturday, March 25

• 8 to 10 p.m. — Free Play 3. Todd
Reynolds, violinist/composer at the
Sherman Van Solkema Recital Hall

• 8 a.m.
regionals

• 9 p.m. — Christianity on Campus:
New Testament at the Kirkhof
Center

• 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. — Lenten
Day of Reflection (Retreat) at the
Alumni House

• 9 p.m. — Euchre Tournament at the
Kirkhof Center

• 10 a.m. - FREE
MOVIE:
“Murderball” at the Kirkhof Center

• 9:30 to 11 p.m. — Women of
Warfare (WOW — Women’s Bible
Study) at the Kirkhof Center
• 9:30 to 11:45 p.m. — Brothers In
Battle for Life Eternal (Men’s Bible
Study) at the Kirkhof Center
• 10 p.m. - FREE MOVIE:
“Murderball” at the Kirkhof Center
Friday, March 24

—

Science Olympiad

• Noon — Benefit show for cancer
research, at the Kirkhof Center
• 1 to 4 p.m. — GVSU men’s
rugby game vs. Western Michigan
University at the Outdoor Fields

day) at the Kirkhof Center

Career Expo at the Kirkhof Center

• 5 p.m
- FREE MOVIE:
“Murderball” at the Kirkhof Center

• Noon to 1 p.m. — History
Colloquium — Kelly L. Lankford at
1041 MAK

• 6 p.m. — Greek Week Lip Sync at
Fieldhouse Arena
• 6 to 9 p.m. — Delta Sigma Theta
PRESENTS:
“Mr.
Debonaire
Contest” at the Cook-DeWitt Center

• 5 p.m. — FREE MOVIE: “Sahara”
at the Kirkhof Center

• 10 p.m. - FREE CINEMA:
“Murderball” at the Kirkhof Center

• 6 to 7 p.m. — 12-Step Meeting
(Alanon) at the Kirkhof Center

Sunday, March 26

• 6 to 8 p.m. — Cesar Chavez
Celebration: Documentary Film
— “The Fight of the Fields” at the
Cook-DeWitt Center

• 2 p.m. — Benefit show for cancer
research (Bands will be playing all

• 6 to 7:30 p.m. — GVSU women’s
rugby
• 10 p.m. - FREE MOVIE: “Sahara”
at the Kirkhof Center
Wednesday, March 29

• 8 a.m. — GVSU men’s tennis vs.
Michigan Technological University
at Ramblewood, Wyoming. MI
• 10 a.m - FREE MOVIE: “Sahara”
at the Kirkhof Center
• 10 a.m. — GVSU women’s tennis
vs. Wayne State University at
Ramblewood, Wyoming. MI
• 1 to 8 p.m. — Harry Potter Lexicon
Lecture by Steve VanderArk and
Goblet of Fire Showing at the
Kirkhof Center

• 7 p.m. — Women in the World:
Donna Brazile at the Kirkhof Center
• 8 to 10 p.m. — Free Play 4 Daan
Vandewalle, piano at the Sherman
Van Solkema Recital Hall
• 9 to 10 p.m. — Relay For Life team
captain's meeting at Loutit 103
• 10 p.m. - FREE MOVIE: “Sahara”
at the Kirkhof Center

• 2 p.m. - FREE MOVIE: “Sahara”
at the Kirkhof Center
• 2 to 3:30 p.m. — The Servant of
Two Masters at the Performing Art
Center
• 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. — Student Mass
at the Cook-DeWitt Center
• 5 p.m. - FREE MOVIE: “Sahara”
at the Kirkhof Center
• 5 to 7 p.m.
practice

— Men’s rugby

• 5:00 to 7:30 p.m. — Weekly dinner
and discussion hosted by United
Methodist Student Fellowship
• 10 p.m. - FREE MOVIE: “Sahara”
at the Kirkhof Center
Monday, March 27

• 2 p.m. - FREE
MOVIE:
“Murderball” at the Kirkhof Center

•2 p.m - FREE MOVIE: "Sahara”
at the Kirkhof Center

• 6 to 7 p.m. — 12-Step Meeting
(open) at the Oakland/ Liberty house
in GVA

• 10 a.m. — FREE MOVIE: “Sahara”
at the Kirkhof Center
• Noon to 1 p.m. — Get Set for

• 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. — On-Campus
Interviews — Aerotek Scientific at
206 Student Services Building
• 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. — On-Campus
Recruiting — ABF Freight Systems
at DeVos Center
• 10 a.m. - FREE MOVIE: “Sahara”
at the Kirkhof Center
• 2 p.m. - FREE MOVIE: “Sahara”
at the Kirkhof Center
• 3 to 4 p.m. — 12-Step Meeting
(women only) at the Oakland/Liberty
House in GVA
• 4 p.m. — GVSU men’s tennis vs.
Aquinas College

Tuesday, March 28

• 10 a.m. - FREE MOVIE: “Sahara”
at the Kirkhof Center
• 2 p.m. - FREE MOVIE: “Sahara”
at the Kirkhof Center
• 2 to 3:45 p.m. — C£sar Chavez
Celebration: Panel discussion at the
Cook-DeWitt Center

• 5 p in. - FREE MOVIE: "Sahara”
at the Kirkhof Center
• 5 to 9 p.m. — All-You-Can-Eat
Spaghetti Dinner at GVA
• 5:30 to 7 p.m. — C6sar Chavez
Celebration: Candle vigil and
Ofrenda at the Cook-DeWitt Center

• 3 to 4 p.m. — Spanish conversation
hour at Einstein Bros Bagels

• 6 to 7 p.m. — 12-Step Meeting
(men only) at the Oakland/Liberty
House in GVA

• 4 p.m. — David Long — “The US
& Saudi Arabia: Ambivalent Allies”
at the Kirkhof Center

• 7 to 8 p.m. — LIB 100 — Choosing
a Career Based on Personality at
Kirkpatrick Living Center

• 4 p.m. — Power Learning: Study
Smarter Not Harder LIB 100 at
Student Services Building room 203

• 7:30 to 8:30 p.m. — Freshmen
Bible Study at Niemeyer Living
Center

• 4 to 5 p.m. — 12-Step Meetings
downtown at the GVSU Pew
Campus: Open to everyone

• 10 p.m. — FREE MOVIE: “Sahara”
at the Kirkhof Center

• 5 p.m. - FREE MOVIE: “Sahara”
at the Kirkhof Center

Off-Campus Events
Thursday, March 23

Sunday, March 26

What. Karaoke
Where: The BO B
When: 9 p.m.
Restrictions: 21+
Cost: $5

What: 80's Night
Where: Billy’s Lounge
When: 9 p.m.
Restrictions: 21+
Cost: $3

What. Country Night
Where: Margarita Grill
When: 9 p.m.
Restrictions: 21+
Cost: $5
What: Hot Pink Thursdays
Where: The Black Rose
When: 9 p.m.
Restrictions: 21+
Cost: $4
What: The Acoustic Mafia
Where: Ten Bells
When: 9 p.m.
Restrictions: 18+
Cost: $5

STUDY ABROAD
at the

DEVELOP NEW VISIONS AND CREATE
A STRONG BODY OF WORK

Friday, March 24

What: College Night
Where: Margarita Grill
When: 9 p.m.
Restrictions: 18+
Cost: $5

www.pontavensa.org

What: Morale
Where: Ten Bells
When: 9 p.m.
Restrictions: 18+
Cost: $7
What: The Friday
Evolution
Where: Brick Hcxi.se
When: 9 p.m.
Restrictions: 18+
Cost: $5

♦ Summer Session 1: May 28 - June 24/06
♦ Summer Session 2: July 2 - Aug 5/06
♦ Post-Bac Semester (Fall/Spring)
♦ Junior / Senior Semester (Fall/Spring)
Night

Course focus painting, drawing, printmaking
mixed media / conceptual, sculpture / installation,
french language art history

Email: admissions@pontavensa.or

Saturday, March 25

si

What: Saturday Nights
Where: The Black Rose
When: 8 p.m.
Restrictions: 21+
Cost: $5

I

Food & Crafts

Recoil

What: Travis Gennett
Where: Grand Woods Lounge
When: 9 p.m.
Restrictions: 18+
Cost:
What: Fiesta Parties
Where: Margarita Grill
When: 9 p.m.
Restrictions: 21+
Cost: $5
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Mama’s Boyz
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by Jerry Craft

PITTSBURGH (AP) - This is
one pizza you’d better order ahead
for.
Mama Lena’s Pizza House is
vying for a spot in the Guinness
World Records as the planet’s
largest commercially available
pizza.
The Big One, a 3-foot-by4 1/2-foot pie, takes about 15
minutes to assemble and another
20 to 25 minutes to bake, said Rob
Carrabbia, whose wife, Wendy,
owns the pizzeria in the suburban
Pittsburgh town of McKees Rocks.
The $99, 150-slice pizza has
been on the menu for more than
a year. So far, about 10 have been
sold, including for birthday parties
and to a schcxil for its basketball
team.
“It’s 20 pounds of dough, it’s
a gallon of sauce, 15 pounds of
cheese and a lot of tender love and
care,” Carrabbia said Monday. “We
cook the old fashion way, stone and
commeal.”
The current record holder is a 4foot diameter pizza offered by Paul
Revere’s Pizza in Mount Pleasant,
Iowa. Dubbed the Ultimate Party
Pizza, it uses more than 10 pounds
of dough, 48 ounces of sauce and
about five pounds of cheese.

PALM BEACH GARDENS.
Fla. (AP) — For $100 and an
emotional essay, you could be the
new owner of a flower shop.
“We thought that having a real
estate agent would be a boring way
to sell the shop, and we wanted
to have more fun with this, so
my mother, who is a former high
school English and history teacher,
and 1 thought of this essay contest,”
said Wendy DeSousa, who has
owned the Dial-A-Fiower shop
with her mother, Linda Vamell, for
10 years.
“The only problem is that
yesterday, I caught her ‘grading’
the essays,” DeSousa said.
The owners estimate the
business is worth about $100,000.
They hope to get 1,000 essays from
folks willing to pay $ 10C) each
to explain "Why I want to own a
flower shop.”
“We’re not really looking at
how the essay is written," DeSousa
said. "We’re looking for someone’s
essay that appeals to us, who wants
to be in the florist shop business
and wants to learn.”
The owners said they have
already received about 50 essays.

BELLEVILLE. Ill. (AP) Democratic leaders in one Illinois
county have begun making very
clear what other politicians might
consider obvious: Party money
should not be used to buy votes.
The Democratic Party in St.
Clair County has sent out reminders
to precinct committeemen that party
money can’t be used to influence
votes.
The refresher course on
democracy follows the June
convictions of five East St. Louis
politicians for vote buying.
Prosecutors said they had helped
distribute more than $70,000
received by city Democratic
precinct committeemen just before
the 2004 election from the county
Democratic organization.
The
committeemen
were
recently sent a one-page letter
from St. Qair County Democratic
Central Committee Chairman
Robert Sprague saying that money
from the county committee should
be used only to pay to help get the
vote out.
Precinct leaders should “keep a
record of all expenses” and “under
no circumstances” use party money
to pay for votes, the letter says.

CHESTERFIELD, Va (AP) A hospital is promising emergency
room patients they’ll be seen by a
doctor in 30 minutes or less — or
else receive an apology and free
movie tickets.
Shortening
emeigency
room waiting times is part of a
hospital-wide initiative aimed at
improving patient care, said Pam
Hash, administrative director of
emergency services at the newly
opened St. Francis Medical Center.
The free movie tickets were the
marketing department’s idea.
"One of the big dissatisfiers for
patients is the wait time they spend
in the emeigency department,”
Hash said.
Other hospitals around the
country have offered 30-minute
guarantees to make themselves
competitive. If the wait times are
exceeded, patients are compensated
w ith everything from restaurant gift
certificates to free medical care.
There are exceptions to St.
Francis’ 30-minute guarantee, such
as when the emergency department
has multiple critical-care patients or
is so crowded that ambulances are
being diverted to other hospitals.

juvenile court judge has come
up with a way to help children
who come into his chambers feel
more comfortable — he brmgs his
yellow Labrador retriever to work
with him.
Buckeye helps ease the concerns
and tension for upset youngsters
who come to talk about grown-up
things such as custody battles or
child abuse.
"It never fails that they soften
and the situation goes better,”
Judge Kenneth Spicer said. “I don’t
want the kids to be more stressed or
upset than they already are.”
Buckeye, who weighs 97
pounds, has her own court ID
badge and wears a blue halter,
embroidered with “Juvenile Court
Dog” and her name. She spends
her break time napping on a
blanket beneath Spicer’s desk and
sometimes strolls the hallways.
The Ohio Supreme Court is
not aware of another judge using a
personal pet to relax people coming
before the court, spokesman Chris
Davey said.
Other judges ease tensions in
different ways, often using a teddy
bear or other stuffed toys and
puppets.
“I’ve got Kermit the Frog with
bendable limbs and expressions,”
said Licking County Juvenile Judge
Bob Hoover. “I also have what we
call the singing, dancing gorilla.”

SYDNEY. Australia (AP) Australian strippers have won the
right to take time off after taking
their clothes off.
The
country’s
Industrial
Relations Commission on Friday
approved new workplace rules for
members of the strippers’ union,
the Striptease Artists Australia.
"We’ve got rights to have public
holiday pay now, which we’ve
never had in our career before,”
a union spokeswoman called
Mystical Melody said. “We’ve got
rosters and set hours. We can’t work
more than 10 hours a shift.”
The award also entitles
unionized strippers to overtime, rest
penods, meal breaks and maternity
leave, she added.
Industrial
relations
commissioner Bill Mansfield
said the award set out minimum
working conditioas but did not set
out pay rates.
In the past, other strippers
have criticized the union, saying
its demands for better pay and
conditions could lead to job losses.

DELAWARE, Ohio (AP) - A

King Crossword
ACROSS
1 Masseuse’s
workplace
4 Symbol of
intrigue
7 Hardly hirsute
11 Bath powder
13 Gorilla
14 Basin
accessory
15 Neighborhood
16 Showbiz job
17 Satiate
18 Link
20 Pop choice
22 Sermon
subject
24 Fencer’s call
28 Law student’s
woe
32 Leadrng man
in the theater?
33 Guinness or
Baldwin
34 Jewel
36 All - (attentive)
37 Isolationist
39 Detenorate
41 Olio
43 Lummox
44 Squared
46 Wood tissue
50 Zinger
53 Unruly group
55 Unctuous
56 Culture
medium
57 Id counterpart
58 Abbr. on old
Eurasian
maps
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by Linda Thistle
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30

1
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37
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59 Vanished
60 Promptly
61 Shell-game
need
DOWN
1 Ollie’s pal
2 Rid of rind
3 Haley or Van
Halen
4 Humorist
5 Grand-scale
6 Sired
7 Tony Bennett
classic
8 Piercing tool
9 Zodiac feline
10 Parched
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9

4
8

3

9

2

2

3
2

57

12 Newsmaking
legal case
19 Half a dozen
21 Bud’s partner
23 Gripe over
and over
25 Fellow
26 Medal earner
27 Formerly,
formerly
28 Soothing
agent...
29 ... and an
ingredient
therein
30 Pull apart
31 “Little Women"
woman

5

49

53

60

59

48

1

4

4

41

50

6

134

33

3

8

161

35 Catle call
38 Gun the
engine
40 Levy
42 Sanaa’s
country
45 Canceled
47 Sylvester’s
impediment
48 Differently
49
Breckinridge"
50 Satchel
51 Past
52 Operated
54 Acknowledge
applause

1

7

4
9

7

5

3

6

3

8
7

9

4
5

2

5

6

Place a number in the empty boxes in such a way
that each row across, each column down and each
small 9-box square contains all of the
numbers from one to nine.

DIFFICULTY THIS WEEK:
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★★ Challenging
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100 Commons FREQUENCY COMMERCIAL DEPTS./NON-PROFIT

331-2460

2 Issue min.
3 - 4 Issues
5+ Issues

Calls taken 9-4, M-F
Fax:331-2465

$0.50/word
$0.45/word
$0.40/word

Marketplace, where you can:
your messages
Buy and sell S§

$0.45/word
$0.40/word
$0.35/word

Wish a friend a happy
Profess your*^^

$10 MINIMUM CHARGE PER INSERTION FOR NON-STUDENTS

Allendale campus.
Credit cards accepted.

Find a yfS or a roommate

Student/Organizations $4.00 per insertion up to 20 words, $0.25 for each additional word.

And make lots of

Deadlines: Noon Friday for Monday, Noon Tuesday for Thursday

ANNOUNCEMENTS

EMPLOYMENT

HOUSING

HOUSING

MISCELLANEOUS

Pregnant? Worried? Awesome
Options offers free and confi
dential pregnancy testing/op
tions advising. In Jenison,
across from Meijer and Fazoli’s.
Mondays: 12-9 PM, Tuesdays:
3-6 PM, W/Th: by appointment.
667-2200 www.awesomeoptions.com

BE A DELL STUDENT REP EARN $12/hr. Make your own
hours and gain amazing experi
ence for your resume! Position
starts immediately. Go to:
Repnation.com/dell to apply.

3 bedroom house for rent, 2
miles from Allendale campus,
dishwasher, 2 stall garage, free
laundry, available May or
August 616-681-9902

For rent: spacious, 3-bedroom,
2-bath home near GVSU down
town campus. Hardwood floors,
washer/dryer, 2-stall garage.
Front porch overlooks John Ball
Park. No Smoking. Available
May 1. $900/month including
garbage pickup. SEC. DPST.
616-662-9733

News Tips - The GV Lanthorn
editorial staff appreciates your
news tips and story ideas.
Please help us make news
available to the public. Email
your tip to lanthorn@gvsu.edu

Do you know someone that is
pregnant? Volunteer pregnant
models are needed for practic
ing sonography students at
GVSU. Please GVSU Center for
Health Sciences at 331 -3356 to
schedule a time.
Stop by the Lanthorn office
and pick up a free Griffin’s
hockey ticket. Limited supply
so come by soon.
Student Organizations - Let the
Lanthorn know what your or
ganization is doing. If you have
an upcoming event, stop by the
Lanthorn office at 100 Com
mons and fill out a press re
lease,
or
email
Lanthorn@gvsu.edu

PERSONALS
Tell your lover you love them.
Wish a friend good luck. Lift
someone’s spirits. Put it in writ
ing. Make it public. Lanthorn
personals are a great way to let
someone know you care. Call
616-331-2460 for more informa
tion.

ROOMMATES
Looking for a new roommate?
Placing an ad in the Lanthorn is
a great way to reach all those
other people in your same
situation. Call 331-2460 today
to set up your ad I

SERVICES
SLIDE SHOW in Motion - slide
show and DVD productions.
Give us your pictures, videos,
and music and let us “make
your memories move.” Email
inmotionproductions@gmail.co
m or call (248) 921-1069 for
rates and details.
Try to serve Grand Valley and
the neighboring community?
Let the Lanthorn serve you by
placing your ad! Call 331-2460
to set up your ad.

WANTED
Bartenders wanted. Up to
$250/day. No experience nec
essary. Training provided. Age
18+ okay. Call 1-800-965-6520
ext 226.

BIRTHDAYS
Wish your friend a happy birth
day. Tell the world for just $4.00
(student pricing). Stop by the
Lanthorn office, 100 Commons,
for more details.

a

Cashier, Delivery Driver, and
Cook positions available. Must
be able to work weekends. Applyy in person at Peppino’s
Pizza in Coopersville.
Looking for help? Let the Lan
thorn set you up with people
who are looking for work! Call
331-2460 to get your search
started as soon as possible!
Summer Employment College
Pro is now hiring painters to
work outdoors with other stu
dents. Earn $3000-$5000, ad
vancement
opportunities.
1-888-277-9787 www.collegepro.com

SUMMER THERAPY CAMP for
children with physical diabilities
looking for enthusiastic, respon
sible people to fill positions as
Counselors,
Waterfront/Nature/Arts
&
Crafts/Recreation Instructors,
Food Service, & Auxiliary. Must
love children. June 11 -August 6.
Salary, room & board, and ex
perience of a lifetime provided.
Call or email for application and
information.
BAY
CLIFF
HEALTH CAMP (906) 345-9314,
baycliffhc@aol.com or visit
www.baycliff.org.
The Lanthorn is currently look
ing for cartoonists, writers and
distribution staff for the upcom
ing school year. For more infor
mation and an application, stop
by the Lanthorn at 100 Com
mons or email business@lanthorn.com

3/4 bedrooms. 2 1/2 baths.
Homes under construction.
Within miles from campus,
great
investment
for
students/parents. Pick your
own colors, (616)293-0806

Houses available, 4 bedrooms
to 7 bedrooms. $850-$1650,
(616) 292-7060, (616) 887-2604.

4 Bedroom Home for Rent.
One mile from campus. $1,300
per month. 291-2668

JENISON TOWNHOUSE: 2
Bedroom,
1
1/2
Baths,
Washer/Dryer, central air, dish
washer,
quiet.
667-1210,
669-4036

American Realty specializes in
college housing and has over
50 houses in the greater Grand
Rapids area. From Walker to
East Grand Rapids to Eastown
to Kentwood, we have all totally
remodeled homes that fit to
day’s student! Are you tired of
overpriced, cramped campus
housing, or 100 year old homes
with outragous utility bills, poor
parking, and etc.? Go visit our
homes online and apply today
at
www.american-realty.net
(616)726-5700

Readers Caution - Ads appear
ing on this page may involve a
charge for phone calls, book
lets, information, CODs, etc.
Reply with caution.
Want people to take advantage
of the opportunities you have to
offer? Place an ad and reach
thousands! Call the Lanthorn for
more information. 331-2460.

OWN A HOME and live close to
school
for
approximately
$1,000/month. 3 bedroom brick
ranch. Donna Anders (Pruden
tial) (616)291-1927
Whether you’re selling, leasing,
or sub-letting your home, let the
Lanthorn help! Give us a call at
331-2460 and let people know
what deals ou have to offer!

*2,501.«»
This was the most expensive
gas bill for one month at

Frey

CONGRATULATIONS

For rent- newly updated 3 bed
room duplex, near downtown
GVSU, $875 including water,
available now or May 1st.
(616)828-7265

INTERNSHIPS
OPPORTUNITIES

For Rent: 1 bedroom apt. 3
miles from GVSU, good quiet
neighborhood. Nice and clean.
Available May. 616-566-2076 or
616-748-0619

LOST & FOUND
Lost & Found ads are FREE for
the 1st insertion!! 25 word maxi
mum. Email Lanthorn@gvsu.edu

For Rent: off-campus 4 large
bedroom, less than 5 minutes
from campus. Available in May,
for more information call
895-6873 or 690-3013

WATCH ADS EARN CASH. @
.40 per 30-sec ad. Free signup
www.brandport.com Use refer
ral N36 for bonus!
Writers - Get published and get
paid. The Lanthorn accepts and
publishes articles about cam
pus issues and themes. If you
have one, email it to the editor
at editorial@lanthorn.com

FOR SALE

Got Questions? Get Answers

1992 red ford F-150 XLT, 4WD,
178k miles, 70k miles on new
engine, AC, cruise, short box
w/topper,
$3,000.
Call
(231)343-6098 for more info.

$100 back! @ your library
$100 back through Kaplan's Rebate

Let Grand Valley know what
goodies you have to sell! Call
the Lanthorn to list your items
today! 331-2460

whan you enroll in a Kaplan course la March

www.gvsu.edu/library

Like .iijvantagp of this limited time offer. Inroll tod.iy

HOUSING
1-800-KAP-TEST |
1-2 bedroom apartment avail
able, 2 blocks from campus
starting at $450/month, (616)
292-7060.

kaptest.com/rebate

HIGHER TEST SCORES GUARANTEED OR TOUR MONEY BACH

IH axlruej

*. ».ki« »

Got Potter?
TV GVSU flwtr |Vte» CM)
t M>q*»l Af>r|wn With the U«fTy pntlff l/xiow'i

O'TOOLES
PUBLIC HOUSE
Vw* A*

Hours of Operation
MONPAY-SATl IRPAYIIAM-2AM

Sunday, Marc* 26th at 1pm m KirVwf Cantar room 204 'art Marqjehn

WIN:
Join Harry Poder Lexicon i wabmatiar Slava Vande' AA as ha explore N
rnagral world of Harry Potter TheLexKX>n«ooettfth»mofefeeourT»f)i ‘-'•"Y
Poder mat on the nat-avan J K Rowng heraad exclaim* ’Th* m such a iraat
me my natural home * Jomut tor a lecture ><nr*orm wouW ha pwun of
Stay with u« after the lecture tor a free ahoartog of Harry Pottar and the OoMat af Ftra'
Film and refreshment* provided by RHA

COME AND JOIN UStlll

*•

616.331.3500 [Allendale]
616.331.7331 [Grand Rapids]
616.331.3928 [Holland]
616.331.5932 [CHS]
1.800.879.0581 [Off Campus]

SUNDAY I2PM-2AM
Open W LUNCH DAILY
Full food menu until 1am
every night of the week
Happy HoujJrom 4-7pm Mon-Fri

*w

Tuesdays)

$1 Domestic Drafts 9-1
1/2 Off Appetizers 9-lam
Wednesdays

$1 Domestic Beers &
$1 Well Drinks 9-12am
112 Off Appetizers 9-1 am
Thursdays

$10 Bucket Beer 9pm-1am

Bloody Sundays
$4 00 Burgers & Fries
2pm- 8pm
$2.00 Bud Light Drafts

$).00 P>l<x>di| Maru frar
ALL Daij tv ALL NigfiH
Over pO Sauces, Mixes, and
Spices to ckxwe ft or!
*

GOOD FOOD GOOD PEOPLE GREAT BEER!
448 BRIDGE NW GRAND RAPIDS 616-742-6095
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www.campusviewhousing.com

Campus View

616 895 6678

Apartments & Townhomes

10235-95 42nd Avenue
Allendale, Michigan 49401

New for 2006 - 4 Bedroom Townhomes with Attached Garage

Campus View Townhomes

Tired of moving stuff home and back every year?
Store your stuff in the garage for free during the summer when you rent for '06.
a
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School Year or Full Year Leases
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